
User’s Operation Manual
Fully Automatic Biochemistry Analyzer

Notice
（1）Please read this instructions manual carefully and keep it well;
（2） Please store this instructions manual in accessible place for

availability;
（3） Please operate the analyzer strictly in compliance with the

requirements herein, otherwise serious consequence would be
caused.
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Chapter I Introduction

1.1 Product Overview
1.1.1 Product Introduction

Product Name: Fully Automatic Chemistry Analyzer;

Type: Discrete

1.1.2 Basic Performance
Central wavelength deviation Not more than ±2nm
Half-wave width Not more than 12nm
Stray light Not more than 2.3
Absorbance accuracy With 0.5 absorbance, the error is no more than ±0.025; with 1.0

absorbance, the error is no more than ±0.07
Zero drift Within 10 minutes, zero drift is less than 0.002
Absorbance repeatability Not more than 1.5%
Accuracy and fluctuations of
temperature

The error is no more than ±0.3℃, and fluctuation is no more than
±0.2℃

Testing speed The maximum speed is no slower than 120 tests per hour,
Power 550VA
External Size 785x545x545mm
Net weight The maximum weight doesn’t exceed 120Kgs

1.1.3 Main Structure
These Series fully automatic chemistry analyzer consists of analyzing unit and operation unit. The analyzing

unit consists of sample plate, sample dispensing mechanism, reagent plate, reagent dispensing mechanism, reaction
plate, reaction block, reagent refrigerator, photometric system and etc.; the operating software is installed on your
computer, to drive and control the analyzing unit to complete all analysis procedure.

*Model with 120tests/hour doesn’t include mixing mechanism, reaction cups washing mechanism, only one
probe for sample and reagents.

* Model with 180tests/hour includes mixing mechanism and reaction cups washing mechanism

1.1.4 Application Scope
The analyzer is applied to chemistry tests of human serum, plasma and urine samples by medical institution.

1.2 Manual Overview
This manual mainly helps users to learn about the safety, installation, structure and function, analysis principles,

operation procedure, maintenance and troubleshooting of These Series fully automatic chemistry analyzer. Please

operate the analyzer strictly as instructed by this manual.

This manual mainly includes:

Chapter I Introduction
Chapter II Safety and Precautions
Chapter III Installation
Chapter IV Structure and Function
Chapter V Software Interface and Operation
Chapter VI Operation Procedure
Chapter VII Analysis Principles and Calculation Methods
Chapter VIII Maintenance
Chapter IX Troubleshooting
Chapter X Appendix
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Note:
This manual may be modified without notice.

1.3 Symbol, Silkscrren, Label and Picture
1.3.1 Symbols

The chart lists the symbols used in this manual.
Symbols Meaning

Caution! Analyzer may be damaged or test result may be influenced.

May cause biological contamination

May cause electric shock

May cause corrosive injury

High temperature: may cause personal body injury

Strong light: may cause eye injury

May cause personal body injury

Flammable substance, may cause fire

1.3.2 Silkscreen and Label
The chart lists the screen printings and labels used in this manual.

Labels Meaning

Product Serial Number

Protective Conductor Terminal

Date of Manufacture

In vitro diagnostic equipment

～ Alternating current(AC)

Power On
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Power Off

CHEMISTRYANALYZER CHEMISTRYANALYZER

MAIN POWER MAIN POWER

ANALYZING UNIT POWER ANALYZING UNIT POWER

ON Power On
OFF Power Off
COM R232

COM R232

Serial Port

Communication Port

WASTE

Waste outlet Waste outlet

PURIFIED WATER

PURIFIED WATER in-let
PURIFIED WATER in-let

1.3.3 Picture
All pictures in this manual are for description or illustration purposes only and must not be used for any other

purposes.

1.4 Repair Guarantee and Service
Since the date of installation, the period of repair guarantee of entire machine of These Series fully automatic

chemistry analyzer is one year. However, the damage caused by the following cases won’t be viewed as within the

repair guarantee scope:

(1) The application environment doesn’t comply with the manual requirements;

(2) Damage caused by not use the specified power supply or power anomalies;

(3) Man-made damage

(4) Damage caused by maintenance by personnel not authorized by our company;

(5) Damage caused by other irresistible natural factors, such as earthquakes, fires, and war, etc;

You can contact the supplier at any time in case of any doubt or questions during the application.

1.5 Training
To ensure proper operation and good performance of These Series fully automatic chemistry analyzer, We would like
to hold free training for users in factory. Please contact our after-sale service for training schedule.

Chapter II Safety and Precautions
Observe the following warning signs when using These Series fully automatic chemistry analyzer. Ignoring any of

these warning signs may lead to personal injury or even death. These warning signs definitely aren’t listed according

to their importance rankings. All warning signs have same importance.

2.1 Safety
Electric Shock
(1) When the power is on, non-authorized maintenance personnel must not open the
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analyzer panel, side cover and rear cover;

(2) Avoid splashing liquid on the panel; if liquid enters the analyzer, please immediately

turn off the power and contact our Company;

(3) Never touch the internal part because of high pressure inside computer and printer etc.

Personal Body Injury
(1) Please pay attention to the sharp parts of the analyzer, such as reagent probe, sample

probe, mixing bar, they can cause body injury;

(2) When the analyzer is in operation, never touch its moving parts such as sample probe,

reagent probe, mixing bar, fans etc.

High Temperature
(1) Before replacing the photometer lamp, switch off the power and wait at least 30

minutes for the lamp to cool down;

(2) Metal parts of and around the printing head may scald skin in contact.

Strong Light
(1) Never stare into the beam of barcode scanner, because the beam can hurt the eyes;

(2) Never stare into the lamp because its beam can hurt the eyes.

Biological Contamination
(1) Test samples, calibration products, and quality control products may cause infection.

Wear gloves when touching them with your hands.

(2) Waste may cause infection. Wear gloves when touching them with your hands.

(3) All parts that have been in contact with test samples, such as reagent probe, sample

probe, mixing bar, waste pipes, waste tanks and etc., may cause infection. Wear gloves

when touching them with your hands.

Corrosion
(1) Detergent and some reagents have strong acidity or alkalinity. Exercise caution when

using them. In case of contact, immediately rinse them off with much water, and wash off

thoroughly with soap;

(2) In case detergent or reagents enter your eyes, immediately rinse them off with much
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water and consult an eye doctor.

Combustion
(1) Please don’t use combustible dangerous articles such as alcohol, ether and etc. near the

analyzer.

Explosion
(1) Please don’t use explosive dangerous articles near the analyzer.

2.2 Precautions
Application Scope
(1) These Series are mainly applied to chemistry tests of human serum, plasma and urine
samples by medical institution.
(2) While conducting clinical judgment according to the analyzer’s test result, please

consider clinical examination result or other test result as well.

Application Environment
(1) Please properly install the equipment according to the installation environment

requirements specified by the manual. Installation and usage beyond the specified

conditions may cause unreliable result and damage to the analyzer;

(2) If it is necessary to change the working environment of the analyzer, please contact our

company or local agents.

Electromagnetic Influence
(1) The analyzer is vulnerable to electromagnetic interference during its operation. Its test

result and movements may be influenced. Please don’t use equipments that emit

electromagnetic waves such as electric drills, mobile phones, and walkie-talkies during the

analyzer’s operation.

(2) The analyzer will emit electromagnetic waves during its operation. Please don’t install

or use magnetic-sensitive equipments near the analyzer.
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Poor Grounding
(1) The power supply should be properly grounded, or there will be the danger of electric

shock;

(2) The grounding resistance should be less than 10Ω. Poor grounding will cause unstable

test result and electric leakage on the shell, which can cause the danger of electric shock.

Liquid Leakage
(1) Before testing, carefully check whether any pipe joints leaks. Liquid leakage will

cause inaccurate dispense and discharge volume;

(2) Do not place reagents and samples on analyzer counter to avoid liquid spilling and

leakage.

Probe Clogging
(1) Carefully check reagents and samples. There cannot be insoluble floating debris, such as

cellulose, fibrin, etc., or they will cause clogging in reagent/sample probe.

Water Quality
（1） Water quality should meet the following requirements, or it can easily cause valve

and pump damages as well as uncleanness of washing, etc..
 Particle diameter should be less than 200μm;
 Resistivity should be greater than 0.5MΩcm;
 The number of colony should be less than 10cfu/ml;]
 Dissolved silicon should be less than 0.1mg / L.

Analysis Parameters
(1) Incorrect analysis parameters will cause incorrect test result. Please contact us or

reagents suppliers.

Chapter III Installation
3.1 Installer
These Series fully automatic chemistry analyzer can only be installed by us or its authorized agent. Users should

provide appropriate environment and space for installation. When the analyzer needs relocation, please contact us or

local agent.

After you receive your analyzer, please immediately notify us or local agent.

3.2 Damage Inspection
Before packing and shipping all analyzers, We have conducted strict inspection. After you receive your analyzer,
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please carefully inspect the package to see whether any of the following damages appear:

(1) Inversion or distortion of external packaging

(2) Apparent water trace on external packaging;

(3) Apparent impact trace on external packaging;

(4) Trace of being opened on external packaging.

Please immediately notify local agent in case of the above damage.

If the external packaging is undamaged, unpack and inspect the contents of the packaging with local agent or

professionals from our on site.

(1) Check whether all devices are present according to packing list;

(2) Carefully check the appearance of all devices to see whether there are cracking, impact, or deformation.

3.3 Packing List
Please refer to “These Series Fully Automatic Chemistry Analyzer Packing List” inside the packaging for

details.

3.4 Installation Requirements
Content Requirements

Place The ground should be flat (gradient less than 1 / 200). The ground should be able to bear

200kg weight;

The installation site should be dust-free. The site should be free of corrosive gas and

flammable gas. The site should not be near a heat or draft source. The ground should be free

of vibration;

The site should not be in direct sunlight. The site should be well ventilated.

Space

Temperature 10℃～30℃
Humidity The relative humidity should be between 30%RH ~ 80% RH. No condensation.
Atmospheric
Pressure

86.0 kPa～106.0kPa

Ventilation There should be air exchange with its surrounding environment. Air flow should be smooth.
Wind should not directly blow towards the Analyzing Unit
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Power Supply AC 220V, 50Hz, the voltage fluctuation should be less than 10%, correct grounding, and
grounding resistance should be less than 10Ω;
If the grounding of power supply is poor, please connect a copper wire whose resistance is
less than 10Ω to the protective grounding terminal behind the Analyzing Unit and directly
bury it in earth.

Computer The computer should meet the corresponding safety requirements with CPU above 1.8G and
memory above 512M. Windows 2000 Server or Windows XP Professional Edition operating
system and SQL Server database should be pre-installed.

Electromagnetic
wave

Don’t approach brush-type motors or electric contact equipments that are regular on and off

Water Quality Particle diameter should be less than 200 microns;
Resistivity should be greater than 0.5MΩcm;
The number of colony should be less than 10cfu/ml;
Dissolved silicon should be less than 0.1mg / L.

Waste Liquid Dispose of the waste should be in accordance with your local or national guidelines for
biohazard waste disposal;
The height between the ground and the waste outlet should not be more than 30cm. The length
of the waste pipe should not be more than 2 meters.

Chapter IV Structure and Functions
These Series Fully Automatic Chemistry Analyzer consists of two major components, the analyzing unit and the
operating software. The analyzing unit automatically completes test operation process, including dispensing reagent,
dispensing sample, mixing sample, mixing, measuring the absorbance of reaction process, and washing reaction cups
automatically. The operation software drives and controls the analyzing unit to complete all analyses movements.

Model with 120 tests/hour doesn’t include automatic reaction cups washing assemblies.

4.1Composition of Analyzing Unit
Overall View of the Analyzing Unit:

Picture 4-1: Overall Composition of Analyzing Unit
1: Upper Cover 2: Sample Injection 3: Front Panel
4: Right Front Door 5: washing 6: Mixing assembly 7: Left Front Door
*MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR doesn’t include mixing assembly and reaction cups washing assemblies,
4 and 7 are optional parts for MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR.
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4.1.1. Upper Structure
Upper Structure of MODELWITH 180TESTS/HOUR

Picture 4-2: MODELWITH 180TESTS/HOUR Upper Structure of Analyzing Unit
1：Reaction Plate 2：Wash Probe 3： Sample Dispensing Assembly
4：Mixing Assembly 5：Reagent Plate and Sample plate

Upper Structure of MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR

Picture 4-3: MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR Upper Structure of Analyzing Unit
1：Reaction Plate 2：Sample Dispensing Assembly
3：Reagent Plate 4：Sample Plate
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4.1.2. . Front Structure

Picture 4-6: Front Structure of Analyzing unit
1: Upper Cover 3: Right Front Door
2: Left Front Door
* Note: MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR doesn’t include 2 and 3.

4.1.3. Rear Structure

Picture 4-7: Rear Structure of Analyzing unit
1: Exhaust and coolant extrance 5: Waste Water Connection
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2: Purified Water Inlet 6: General Power Switch
3: Waste liquid export 7: Power supply fan
4: Serial Port RS-232

*MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR doesn’t include 1.

4.2 Function Module
4.2.1 Sample Plate

Picture 4-8: MODELWITH 180TESTS/HOUR Sample Plate Structure

Picture 4-9: MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR Reagent/Sample Plate Structure
(a) Function
The sample plate holds different types of sample tubes and rotates the designated sample tube to the positions
for the sample probe to dispense sample.

(b) Specifications
*MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR: Disc type, 30 sample positions in total
*MODELWITH 180TESTS/HOUR: Disc type, 60 sample positions in total

(c) Operation
Clockwise / counterclockwise rotation

4.2.2Reagent/Sample Dispensing Assembly
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Picture 4-11: Reagent/Sample dispensing assembly

(a) Function
The Reagent/sample dispensing assembly dispenses designated reagent/sample volume from reagent/sample
tube and discharges into reaction cup.

(b) Specifications
Reagent: 20~300μL, 1μL increment.
Sample: 2~30μL, 0.1μL increment.

(c) Movement
Execute descent and ascent in the position below
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4.2.3 Reagent Plate

Picture 4-14: MODELWITH 180TESTS/HOUR Reagent Plate Structure

Picture 4-15: MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR Reagent Plate Structure
(a) Function

Reagent plate holds different types of reagent bottles and rotates the designated reagent bottle to the
positions for the reagent probe to dispense sample.

(b) Specification
60reagent positions in total.
(c) Operation
counterclockwise rotation

4.2.4 Reaction Plate
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Picture 4-11：Reaction Plate Structure
(a) Function

The reaction plate loads reaction cups and enables samples and reagents to react in the thermostatic
compartment with constant temperature at 37 ℃. Color comparison can be directly made through reaction
cups.

(b) Specifications
The number of Reaction Cups: 81;
Beam Diameter: 5mm;
Reaction Cup Material: Special UV-Transparent optical glass

(C) Operation
Clockwise rotation

4.2.5 Reaction Compartment

Picture 4-12: Reaction Compartment Structure

(a) Function
The reaction compartment maintains the temperature of the reaction solution of reaction cups at 37℃.

(b) Specifications
Set temperature: 37℃;
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Temperature fluctuation: ± 0.1℃.

4.2.6 Mixing Assembly

Picture 4-13: Mixing Assembly

(a) Function
The mixing assembly mixes the reagent and sample inside the reaction cups.

(b) Operation
Execute descent, rotation and ascent in the position below.

*MODEL WITH 120TESTS/HOUR doesn’t include mixing assembly

4.2.7 Reaction Cups Washing Assembly

(a) Function
The reaction cups washing assembly washes the reaction cups after test, dispenses the reaction solution,
and fills in purified water.

(b) Specifications
Six washing nozzles in total:
Section 1 dispenses the reaction solution and fills in purified water;
Section 2 ~ 4 dispense the purified water from previous section, and fill in purified water;
Section 5 dispenses the purified water in section 4;
Section 6 dries residual water droplets in reaction cups

(c) Operation
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Execute descent and ascent in fixed position.
(d) Sketch map

*MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR,320 don’t include reaction cups washing assemblies.

4.2.8 Reagent Refrigerator

(a) Function
The reagent refrigerator places reagent plate and sample plate, and refrigerates reagents.

(b) Specifications
The reagent refrigerator refrigerates all reagents at the temperature of 2 ~ 12℃.

*MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR,320don’t include reagent refrigerator.

4.2.10 Photometer System
(a) Function

The photometric system determines absorbance of reaction solution in reaction cups during the rotation
of reaction plate.

(b) Specifications
Wavelength: 340nm ~ 670nm; 8 wavelengths in total.
The number of simultaneously determined wavelengths: the photometric system can determine one or
multiple wavelengths simultaneously;
Wavelength Accuracy: ± 2nm;
Half-wave Width: Less than 12nm;
Inspector: photoelectric diode array;
Light Source: Halogen Lamp, 12V 20W;

(c) Illustration Graph

Chapter V Software Interface and Operation

5.1Software Interface
The interface of operation software of These Series Fully Automatic Chemistry Analyzer consists of menu, shortcut
key, status bar and status button, shown as below.
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The main menu includes general setting, test setting, statistics/query, maintenance and help

Shortcut key includes calibration application, test application, high-speed application, start, stop, view result,

emergency exit, hide/open menu, sample plate, reagent plate, reaction plate and alarm information;

Status bar has three statuses: in test, stand by and forbidden, in different colors and rotation status

Status bar includes: operator, temperature, system time and alarm information.

5.1.1 Menu structure
These Series Menu is specified as the following:

Main menu Submenu Sub-submenu Function
Buttons

Functions

General Setting

Hospital
Information

Basic Information
of Hospital

Modify Modify current basic information of the
hospital

Save Save the modified or entered basic
information of the hospital

Cancel Cancel the modified or entered basic
information of the hospital

Back Back to main interface

Basic Information
of Departments

Add Add a new department
Delete Delete the selected department
Modify Modify the selected department
Save Save the modified or entered contents
Cancel Cancel the modified or entered contents
Back Back to main interface

Basic Information
of Doctors

Add Add the information of a doctor
Delete Delete the information of the selected

doctor
Modify Modify the information of the selected

doctor
Save Save the modified or entered contents
Cancel Cancel the modified or entered contents
Back Back to main interface

User’s
authority User Management

〉〉 To next user
〈〈 To previous user
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management Inquire Inquire a user
Add Add a user
Delete Delete current user
Modify Modify the information of current user
Save Save currently modified or entered

contents
Cancel Cancel currently modified or entered

contents
Back Back to main interface

User’s Authority
Setting

〉〉 To next user
〈〈 To previous user

Inquire Inquire a user
Save Save current modification
Cancel Cancel current modification
Back Back to main interface

Password
modification

Confirm Save modification on password
Back Back to main interface

Change the
user

Confirm Confirm to change the current user

Back Back to main interface

Printing
sequence

Move
forward

Move forward a printing sequence

Move
backward

Move backward a printing sequence

Confirm Confirm the modification made to the
movement

Cancel Cancel current modification

Item unit

Add Add an item unit

Delete Delete the item unit selected
Modify Modify current item unit
Save Save the modified or entered contents
Cancel Cancel the modified or entered contents
Back Back to main interface

Item test
sequence

Move
forward

Move forward a test sequence

Move
backward

Move backward a test sequence

Confirm Confirm the modification made to the
movement

Cancel Cancel current modification

Main menu Submenu Sub-submenu Function
button

Functions

Test setting Item
parameters

Add Add a test parameter for the item
Delete Delete the selected item
Modify Modify parameters of current item
Save Save the modified or entered contents
Cancel Cancel the modified or entered contents
Template Set printing templates for item parameters
Preview Preview report mode
Print Print reports
Back Back to main interface
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Calibration
setting

Add Add a name of calibration solution, place
on the calibration plate and concentration
of items

Delete Delete the calibration solution selected
and satellite information

Modify Modify the calibration solution-related
information such as name, place on the
calibration plate and concentration of
items

Save Save the modified or entered contents
Cancel Cancel the modified or entered contents
Back Return to the main interface

Setting of QC

Add Add a name of QC reagent, target values
of items, standard deviation, CUSUM and
control and relevant regulations

Delete Delete the selected QC reagent and
satellite information

Modify Modify the QC reagent-related
information, such as name of QC reagent,
target values of items, standard deviation,
CUSUM and control and other
regulations

Save Save the modified or entered contents
Cancel Cancel the modified or entered contents
Back Return to the main interface

Test setting

Item for
calculation

Add Add an item for calculation, such as
abbreviation in English, full name , result
unit, decimal digits, reference range and
expression for calculation

Delete Delete items for calculation selected and
satellite information

Modify Modify current item for
calculation-related information such as
abbreviation in English, full name , result
unit, decimal digits, reference range and
expression for calculation

Save Save the modified or entered contents
Cancel Cancel the modified or entered contents
Back Return to the main interface

Item
combination

Add Add an item combination such as
abbreviation in English, full name in and
contents in the group

Delete Delete the item combination selected and
satellite information

Modify Modify current item combination-related
information such as abbreviation in
English, full name and contents in the
group

Save Save the modified or entered contents
Cancel Cancel the modified or entered contents
Back Return to the main interface
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Cross
contamination

Cross
contamination of
reagent probe

Setting Set and modify the cross contamination of
reagent probe

Save Save the setting and modification
Cancel Cancel the setting and modification
Delete Delete the setting
Back Back to main menu

Main menu Submenu Sub-submenu Function button Functions

Statistics/Query

Query about
results

Inquire Inquire data of history result as per
the conditions set

Reaction curve Observe the reaction curve of selected
items

Modify Modify information related to current
data of history result, such as name,
sex, age, outpatient number, hospital
admission number, departments for
sample delivery, bed code and so on.

Template Select a template to print history
result

Preview Preview printed current history result

Print Click to print current history result
Distribution
diagram

Check the distribution diagram of
sample testing of an item, such as
max value, min value, average value,
standard deviation and so on

Back Return to the main interface

Query about
QC

Inquire Inquire the data of QC as per the
conditions set

Specific QC View specific results of QC reagent
designated

Back Return to the main interface

Query about
calibration

Inquire Inquire data of history result as per
the conditions set

Set as current Select optimal calibration result and
set it as current standard

Details Check the information related to the
data of history calibration results,
such as name of calibration solution
and reaction curve, and so on.

Back Return to the main interface

Query about
blank reagent

Inquire Inquire the blank of history reagent as
per the conditions required

Back Return to the main interface

Query about
Blank cuvette

Inquire Inquire the blank of history cuvette as
per the conditions required

Back Return to the main interface
Statistics on
work load

Inquire Execute statistics on the work load as
per the conditions required
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Template Set a template to print the statistics of
work load

Preview Preview modes of reports
Print Print a report
Back Return to the main interface

Main menu Submenu Sub-submenu Function button Functions

Maintenance

Maintenanc
e

Main control unit
Send Execute directives selected
Back Return to the main interface

Three-probe unit of
reagent probe

Send Execute directives selected
Back Return to the main interface

Mixing bar unit of
sampling probe

Send Execute directives selected
Back Return to the main interface

Photoelectric unit of
Reaction plate

Send Execute directives selected
Back Return to the main interface

Sample plate unit of
reagent

Send Execute directives selected
Back Return to the main interface

Temperature control
unit

Send Execute directives selected
Back Return to the main interface

Wash
reaction
cup

Confirm Wash the reaction cup
Cancel Return to the main interface without

washing the reaction cup,
Clear
samples
without
results

（Y）
Yes

Clear samples without results

（N）
No

Return to the main interface without
clearing samples without samples,

Transfer
data of
sample
testing to
historic
database

（Y）
Yes

Transfer data of sample testing to
historic database

（N）
No

Return to the main interface without
transferring data of sample testing to
historic database,

Test on cup
blank

（Y）
Yes

Test on cup blank

（N）
No

Return to the main interface without
test on cup blank,

Query
about logs
of running
error

Inquire Inquire logs of running errors as per
conditions set

Delete current error
info

Delete current error info

Delete all error info Delete al error info
Back Return to the main interface

Main menu Submenu Sub-submenu Function
button

Functions

Help
Help file View the help file
Version info Confirm Return to the main interface
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5.1.2 Shortcut buttons
Buttons Submenu Function buttons Functions

Application for
calibration

Application Save the application for entered calibration

List of application for
calibration

Check the list of applied items

Setting of calibration
solution

Add, modify or delete the calibration
solution

Back
Return to the main interface

Application for
test

Application Save the application for test inputted
Back Return to the main interface

Start
Confirm Confirm to start test
Cancel Return to the main interface without starting

the test

Scan
Initial reset Sample plate rotationally reset
Start Scanning Start scanning barcode data

Stop
Confirm Confirm to stop current test
Cancel Return to the main interface without

stopping the test

View result

Reaction curve Check the reaction curve selected for test
Template Set a template to print
Preview Preview modes of reports
Print Print reports
Back Return to the main interface

Normal exit Confirm Execute normal exit procedure
Cancel Return to the main interface without exiting

Emergency exit
Confirm Execute emergency exit procedure
Cancel Return to the main interface without exiting

Hide menu Click to hide/show main interface

Sample plate
Reaction curve Display the reaction curve selected for test
Back Return to the main interface

Reagent plate

Test of reagent residue Check the reagent residue for the item
selected

Refresh the reagent
residue

Refresh after test of reagent residue to
display the reagent residue in new tests

Delete the position of
reagent

Delete the position of reagent of selected
items

Template Set a template to print
Preview Preview modes of reports
Print Print lists of position of Reagent plates
Back Return to the main interface

Reaction plate
Reaction curve Display the reaction curve selected for test
Back Return to the main interface

Alarm info
Delete current alarm Delete current alarm info selected
Delete all alarms Delete all alarm info
Back Return to the main interface

* “Scan”: This function is only available to machines with barcode scanning function.
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5.1. 3Status buttons
Status buttons Status

Stand by, test completed

General test mode (rotating flash)

Failure to communicate with compute case. Test forbidden

5.1.4 Status bar
Status bar Status

Operator: Super Administrator
Display current operator

Display current system time

5.2 Interface operation
5.2.1 Regular setting

Mainly including setting of hospital data, user authority, password change, user renewal for login, item printing
sequence, item unit, item test sequence and so on, details are given as the following:

5.2.1.1 Setting of hospital information
Mainly includes: the basic information of hospital, departments and doctors as the following:
 Basic information of hospital

Operation: Admin
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（1）Basic parameters
Parameter Meaning Operation
Hospital Name Name of the hospital Enter it into the box

Principal Name of the principal Enter it into the box

Tel Telephone numbers of the hospital Enter it into the box

Website Website of the hospital Enter it into the box

Total staff Total staff in the hospital Enter it into the box

Total departments Total departments in the hospital Enter it into the box

Remark Explanation and note about the
hospital

Enter it into the box

（2）Basic operation sequence
Modification to basic hospital information

1 Click “Modify”

2 Enter the desired information in the boxes of parameter

3 Click “Save” to save the entered information, otherwise, click “Cancel”

 Basic department information

（1）Basic explanations for parameters
Parameters Meaning Operation
No. No. of departments Enter it into the box

Name Name of departments Enter it into the box
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Parameters Meaning Operation
Principal Name of principal

of departments

Enter it into the box

Total staff Total staff in departments Enter it into the box

Tel Telephone in departments Enter it into the box

Note Explanation and note of
departments

Enter it into the box

（2）Basic operation sequence
Add basic department information

1 Click “Add”

2 Enter the information required in the boxes of parameter

3 Click “Save” to finish

Modify basic information of departments

1 Select the departments to be modified in the list of departments

2 Click “Modify”

3 Enter the information required in the boxes of parameter

4 Click “Save” to save the data enter, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Delete basic department information

1 Select the departments to be deleted in the list of department

2 Click “Delete”

3 Click “Yes” to delete the department, otherwise, click “No”

 Basic doctor information

(1) Basic explanations for parameters
Parameter Meaning Operation
Select department Select the desired department Select on the pull-down

menu
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Parameter Meaning Operation
No. No. of doctors Enter it into the box

Name Name of doctor Enter it into the box

Title Title of doctor Enter it into the box

Tel Telephone number of doctor Enter it into the box

E-mail E-mail of doctor Enter it into the box

Address Address of doctor Enter it into the box

Note Explanation and note of doctor Enter it into the box

（2） Basic operation sequence
Add basic doctor information

1 Select the department where the doctor works at on the pull-down menu

2 Click “Add”

3 Enter the information required in the boxes of parameter

4 Click “Save” to finish

Modify basic information of a doctor

1 Select from the pull-down menu the department where the doctor belongs

2 Select the doctor to be modified from the list of doctor

3 Click “Modify”

4 Enter the information required in the boxes of parameter

5 Click “Save” to save the entered data, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Delete basic doctor information

1 Select from the pull-down menu a department where the doctor belongs

2 Select the doctor to be modified in the list of doctor

3 Click “Delete”

4 Click “Yes” to delete, otherwise, click “No”

5.2.1.2 User’s authority management
This Management includes setting of user management and user’s authority, after setting, the user may have

authority for resetting, after setting of the authority, the user many operate normally, the details are listed as the
following:

 User management

Basic explanation for parameters
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Parameters Meaning Operation
Login Name User’s name for login Enter it into the box

Name Name of user Enter it into the box

Unit Employer of user Enter it into the box

Tel Telephone to contact user Enter it into the box

Password Password for login Enter it into the box

Confirm Confirm the password for login Enter it into the box

Note Explanation and note for user Enter it into the box

Basic operation sequence
Add users

1 Click “Add”

2 Enter the information required in the boxes of parameter

3 Click “Save” to finish

Modify information of users

1 Click “〉〉” or “〈〈” to directly display user’s name for modification

2 Click “Modify”

3 Enter the information required in the boxes of parameter

4 Click “Save” to save the data enter, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Delete user information

1 Click “〉〉” or “〈〈” to directly display the user’s name for modification

2 Click “Delete”

3 Click “Yes” to delete, otherwise, click “No”

 Setting of user authority
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Basic explanation for parameters
Parameters Meaning Operation
Login name Name of the user for

login
Click “〉〉” or “〈〈” to display in the box

Name Name of the user Click “〉〉” or “〈〈” to display in the box

Basic operation sequence
Setting of user’s authority

1 Click “〉〉” or “〈〈” to display the user’s name to set authority in current
interface

2 Set the authority for operation in general setting

3 Toggle bookmarks to go to every setting group to set operation authority

4 Click “Save” to save the data enter, otherwise, click “Cancel”

5.2.1.3 User password change
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Basic explanations for parameters
Parameters Meaning Operation
User name Login name Select a user name in the pull-down

menu

Initial password Initial password for login Enter it into the box

New password New password Enter it into the box

Confirm Confirm new password Enter it into the box

Basic operation sequence
Modify password

1 Select a user name in the pull-down menu

2 Enter initial password for login in the box

3 Enter new password in the box

4 Enter new password for confirmation

5 Click “Confirm” to save, otherwise, click “Back”

5.2.1.4 Item unit
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Basic explanation for parameters
Parameters Meaning Operation
Unit Name Name of the item Enter it into the box

Explanation Basic explanation or note for the
item unit

Enter it into the box

Basic operation sequence
Add an item unit

1 Click “Add

2 Enter data into the box

3 Click “Save” to finish

Modify an item unit

1 Select an item unit for modification from the list

2 Click “Modify

3 Enter data into the box

4 Click “Save” to save the modification, otherwise, click “Cancel

Delete an item unit

1 Select an item unit for deletion in the list

2 Click “Delete”

3 Click “Yes” to delete the item unit, otherwise, click “No”

5.2.2 Test setting
It includes the item parameters, calibration setting, quality-control setting, calculation items, and item

combination as described below:
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5.2.2.1 Item Parameters

Basic explanations for the parameters
Parameters Meaning Operations

Item No The number of item The system will create automatically, unable to
be modified.

Abbreviation in
English English abbreviation of the item Enter it into the box

Full name Full name of the item Enter it into the box

Decimal digits The decimal digits reserved for the
result Pull-down box, select in 0,1,2,3.

Unit of the result Unit of the result Select in the pull-down box

Item unit setting On-line setting of the item unit Click and pup up the unit setting interface

Test method Set the test method of the item Pull-down box; select among the end-point,
two-point and dynamics method.

Reaction direction Variation direction of the
absorbance during the reaction Pull-down box; choose between up and down

Measured wave length
Main wave length measured

Pull-down box, select among
340,405,450,510,546,578,630 and 670

Referential wave
length Sub wave length measured Pull-down box, select from the residouble wave

length

Sample size Sample size added in normal test,
unit: microlitre

Enter it into the box, and the range is 2-30,
incremental by 0.1

First reagent Test the first reagent added, unit:
microlitre

Enter it into the box, and the range is
150-300,incremental by 1

Second reagent Test the second reagent added,
unit: microlitre. Enter it into the box, and the range is

20-150,incremental by 1
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Parameters Meaning Operations

Reaction time Start-end photometry point to be
calculated

Directly enter into the two boxes before and
behind.

The details of calculation methods for reaction
time of different types of machine, please refer to
the appendix chart A of 5.3

Calibration method Set the calibration method of the
item

Pull-down box, select among linearity, Logit-4P,
Logit-5P, Exponentional-5P, Polynominal-5P,
spline and factor. If a factor is chosen, a value
shall be entered in the following box.

Set the particular
parameters of the
calibration curve

If the calibration method is not a
factor, the button will appear; click
it to set each particular parameter
of the calibration curve.

A new interface will pop up on clicking:

Enter values in the enter box.

Slope a Correct the results according to
y=ax+b, where, x is the test
result,y is the calibration result, a
is the slope in the correction
formula, and b is the intercept in
the correction formula.

Enter numbers into the box, the default number
is 1.

Intercept b Enter numbers into the box, the default number
is 0.

Linear limit of the
reaction curve

Judge the linearity of the reaction
curve

Enter the integer value between 0 and 100.

Substrate depletion
limit

Set the substrate depletion limit
during the reaction, absorbance
value multiplied by 1000 Enter the integer value between 0 and 40000.
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Parameters Meaning Operations
Prozone check Set the parameters to conduct or

not to conduct the prozone check
and to determine the start-end time
and check limit of the prozone;
prozone check is only available for
end-point method.

Select the radio box to conduct prozone check;

After selection, activate the following three
boxes; the first one refers to the starting time
point of the check whose value is N, the second
one refers to the end time point of the check
whose value is P, and the third one refers to the
prozone check limit whole value is PC. N and P
and the reaction time L and M shall meet the
following formula:

Single reagent end-point: 1≤L＜5≤N＜P＜
M≤32

Double reagent end-point: 12≤L＜15≤N＜P＜
M≤32

PC 0-100。PC shall be the integer between 0 and
100.

Reference range Enter the default reference range Enter values in the two successive boxes.
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Parameters Meaning Operations
Details After clicking, enter samples with

different genders and types and
reference ranges for different ages.

After clicking, a new interface will pop up.

add reference range

（1）Choose the sex and sample type;

（2）Click“Add” and enter the upper and
lower limits of the ages and the reference
ranges.

（3）Click“Save”

Modify the reference range

（1）Select the reference range to be modified in
the list of the reference range;

（2）Click“Modify”, and modify the upper
and lower limits of the ages and the
reference ranges.

（3）Click“Save”

Delete the reference range

（1）Select the reference range to be deleted in
the list of the reference range;

（2）Click“Delete”

（3）Click“Yes”

Linearity range Enter the linearity range of the
item

Enter specific value in the two successive boxes
front and back.

Range of the reaction
extent

Enter the range of the reaction
extent of the item

Enter values in the two successive boxes, and the
range is between 0 and 40000.

Normal range of the
first reagent
absorbance

Enter the normal range of the first
reagent absorbance

Enter values in the two successive boxes, and the
range is between 0 and 40000.

Normal range of the
absorbance of the
working solution

Enter the normal range of the
absorbance of the working solution

Enter values in the two successive boxes, and the
range is between 0 and 40000.

Basic operation sequence
Add item parameters
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1 Click “Add”

2 Enter or select appropriate value as parameter

3 Click “Save” to save the added item, otherwise, click “Cancel”.

Modify item parameters

1 Click the item to be modified.

2 Click “Modify”.

3 Enter or select appropriate data as parameter;

Click “Save” to save the added item, otherwise, click “Cancel”..

Delete item parameters

1 Click the item to be modified.

2 Click “Delete”

3 Click “Yes” to delete the added item, otherwise, click “No”.

5.2.2.2 Calibration setting

Basic explanation for parameters
Parameters Definition Operation
Name of
calibration
solution

Enter name of calibration solution Enter it into the box

Position of
calibration plate

Set the position of calibration
solution on the calibration plate

Click the position on the calibration plate on the
left

Concentration of
item

Set concentration of items of
calibration solution

Enter it into the box

Basic operation sequence
Add calibration solution

1 Click “Add”

2 Enter data into the box
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3 Click “Save” to save the calibration solution, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Modify calibration solution

1 Click the calibration solution to be modified

2 Click “Modify”

3 Enter data into the box, to change the position of calibration solution, click a desired new position
(the position must be blank), and click “Save” to finish.

4 Click “Save” to save the modification, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Delete calibration solution

1 Click the calibration solution to be deleted

2 Click “Delete”

3 Click “Yes” to delete, otherwise, click “No”

5.2.2.3Setting of QC

（1）Basic explanation for parameters
Parameters Meaning Operation
Name of QC
solution

Enter name of QC solution Enter it into the box

Target value of item Set targeted value of items of QC
solution

Enter it into the box

Standard deviation
of item

Set standard deviation of items of
QC solution

Enter it into the box

Rules for CUSUM
and control

Set rules for CUSUM and control Select one in the pull-down box

（2） Basic operation sequence
Add QC solution

1 Click “Add”

2 Enter or select data in the boxes
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3 Click “Save” to save the QC solution added, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Modify the QC solution

1 Click the QC solution to be modified

2 Click “Modify”

3 Enter or select data in the boxes

4 Click “Save” to save the modification, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Delete the QC solution

1 Click the QC solution to be deleted

2 Click “Delete”

3 Click “Yes” to delete the QC solution, otherwise, click “Cancel”

5.2.2.4 Calculation items

Basic explanation for parameters
Parameters Meaning Operation
Abbreviation in
English

Abbreviation in English of
calculation items

Enter it into the box

Full name Full name of calculation items Enter it into the box

Result unit Result unit of calculation items Select in the pull-down box or quit

Decimal digits Decimal digits reserved for
calculation items

Pull-down box, select from 0,1,2,3

Reference range Reference range default for enter Enter values in two successive boxes
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Parameters Meaning Operation
Details Click to enter different sexes,

sample types and age brackets
Click and popup a new interface

Add reference range

（1）Select sex and sample type in the pull-down
box

（2）Click“Add”, enter upper and lower limits
of ages and reference range

（3）Click“Save”

Modify reference range

（1）Select reference range to be modified from
the list

（2）Click“Modify” to modify the upper and
lower limits of ages and reference range

（3）Click“Save”

Delete reference range

（1）Select reference range to be deleted from the
list

（2）Click“Delete”

（3）Click“Yes” to delete, otherwise, click
“No”

（2） Basic operation sequence
Add calculation item

1 Click “Add”

2 Enter or select data in the box

3 Click an item in the item area, click value and calculation symbol in the calculation button area to
form a formula of calculation item

4 Click “Save” to save the calculation added item, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Modify calculation item

1 Select the calculation item in the calculation item area
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2 Click “Modify”

3 Enter or select data in the boxes

4 Click “Recreate the formula” to change the calculation formula;

5 Click “Save” to save the modification, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Delete calculation item

1 Select the calculation items to be deleted in the calculation items area

2 Click “Delete”

3 Click “Yes to delete the calculation item, otherwise, click “No”

5.2.2.5 Item combination

Basic explanation for parameters
Parameters Meaning Operation
Item No Number of item combination The system will generate the number

automatically, which is unable to modify

Abbreviation in
English

Abbreviation in English of item
combination

Enter it into the box

Full name Full name of calculation item Enter it into the box

Basic operation sequence
Add item combination

1 Click “Add”

2 Enter data into the boxes, click appropriate items in the item area to select them, and click again
to cancel

3 Click “Save” to save the item combination, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Modify item combination

1 Select the item combination in the item combination area

2 Click “Modify”

3 Enter data into the boxes, select or cancel the items in the item area

4 Click “Save” to save the modification, otherwise, click “Cancel”

Delete item combination
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1 Select the item combination in the item combination area

2 Click “Delete”

3 Click “Yes” to delete the item combination, otherwise, click “Cancel”

5.2.3 Statistics/Query
This includes inquiries about history result, QC, calibration, statistics of work load, the details are listed as the

following:
5.2.3.1 Query about history results

Basic operation sequence
Inquire history result

Click “Inquire history result” to popup a new interface

Set conditions for the Query, and click “Inquire”
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5.2.3.2 Query of QC

Basic operation sequence of Query of QC of items
1 From the selection area of Query of QC on the left, select the Query of QC in real-time control

from with-in day and between-day QC.
2 Select the date section and item name for Query
3 Click “Query” to see the QC solution used for item displayed in the display area of QC solution,

and the QC of the item in the display of QC status.

4 Click “Specific QC result” to display all QC solutions of the item, and select all test results at the
time.

5 Click “Multi-rule quality figure”, “CUSUM and QC figure”, “Twin plot” to display the QC figure
of the item at the time

6 Click “Print” to print the QC figure and QC data;

7 Click “Curve to printer” to print relevant QC figure
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5.2.3.3 Query of calibration

Basic operation sequence
Inquire records of calibration of an item

1 Select initial date for Query at the column of calibration date

2 Select an item for Query at the selection column of item, click to select, and re-click to cancel.

3 Click “Query” to display records of calibration meeting Query conditions at the display of Query
results on the right

4 Select a record of calibration for details at the display area of Query result

5 Click “Details” to popup a new interface and display specific data of the calibration records;

6 Select a calibration record, click “Print” to print record

7 Select a calibration record, click “Set as current”, the following samples for test will calculate the
thickness of the calibration parameters as per the calibration record;

5.2.3.4 Statistics of work load
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Basic explanations for parameters
Parameters Meaning Operation
Operator Operator for the statistics of the work load

Select in the pull-down menu

Sample type Sample type for the statistics of work load Select in the pull-down menu

Time Time for statistics of work load Click selection or enter directly

All items If selected, it means statistics for all items in
testing

Click to select, re-click to cancel

Basic operation sequence
Statistics of work load

1 Select a operator and a sample type in the pull-down menu

2 Select or enter the time for the statistics of work load

3 To inquire all items, click the choice box “All items”, otherwise, select an item in the selection
area of Query items

4 Click “Query”

5 Results meeting conditions of Query are displayed in the display area of Query result on the right

5.2.4 Maintenance.

The followings are included in this part, such as the maintenance and wash of reaction cup, clearing of resultless
sample, transferring of sample test data to history database, cup blank determination, and log Query of operation
error. It is respectively described as the following:.
5.2.4.1 Maintenance.

The following maintenances are included in this part, such as master control unit, three-probe unit of reagent
probe, mixing bar unit of sample probe, photoelectric unit of reaction plate, reagent sample plate unit and
temperature control unit. It is respectively described as the following:.

Special note: the following operations must be performed prior to any instruction
operation in other units (to enable reagent probe, sample probe and mixing bar up to the
top) except instruction operation in master control unit, and then other operations could
follow, or it may cause break or bending of reagent probe and/or sample probe, or other
serious consequences!
1．Select “Vertical reset instruction” in “Three-probe of reagent probe” for vertical reset
of reagent probe
2．Select “Vertical reset instruction” in “Mixing bar unit of sample probe” for vertical

reset of sample probe and mixing bar.
3．Select “Vertical reset instruction” in “Photoelectric unit of reaction plate” for vertical
reset of wash nozzle.

 Master control unit

Maintenance operation explanation

System handshakingPC is communicated with master control unit chip (middle computer)
through handshaking, for the purpose of whether the communication
between PC and master control unit is properly connected.
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Automatic
multiplestep
self-check

Various movement parts move to initial positions in multi steps and
successively (for reset operation)

Basic operation sequence

1 Select an instruction on the left and click “Send”;

2 Select “Cyclic sending” and enter cyclic interval and index in the following box in case of cyclic
sending; and then click “Send”;

 Three probe unit of reagent probe

Maintenance operation explanation

Handshaking instruction PC is communicated with master control unit chip (middle computer) and
three probe unit through handshaking, for the purpose of whether the
communication between PC and master control unit and three probe unit is
properly connected.

Reset instruction for three
probe

Rotation direction of three-probe is subject to the following sequence and
finally the probe stops over wash pool:

Instruction for three probe
rotation to initial position

Three probes rotate to initial position

Instruction for three probe
rotation to wash position

Three probes rotate to wash position and mixing bar turns to mixing
position on the top of reaction plate

Instruction for three probe
rotation to reagent plate
position

Reagent/sample probe rotates to suction position of reagent/sample on the
top of reagent/sample plate, and mixing bar turns on the top of wash pool

Instruction for three probe
rotation to reaction plate
position

Reagent and sample probes rotate to discharge position of reagent and
sample on the top of reaction plate

Instruction for reagent probe
rotation to initial position

Reagent probe vertically moves upwards to initial position

Instruction for reagent probe
rotation to wash position

Reagent probe vertically moves downwards into wash pool

Instruction for reagent probe
descent into reagent bottle

Reagent probe vertically moves downwards into reagent bottle and stops
when solution level is detected

Instruction for reagent probe
descent into reaction cup

Reagent probe vertically descends into reaction cup and takes set steps

Instruction for reagent probe
descent to specified step

Reagent probe vertically moves downwards with specified steps

Instruction for reagent syringe
rotation to initial position

Reagent syringe vertically moves upwards to initial position

Instruction for reagent syringe
suction

Reagent syringe vertically moves downwards and sucks specified quantity
of reagent
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Maintenance operation explanation

Instruction for reagent syringe
discharge

Reagent syringe vertically moves upwards and discharges specified
quantity of reagent

Instruction for internal wash of
reagent probe

Open internal wash valve and wash internal wall of reagent probe.The
premise is to start solution pump ([Normally on solution pump] should eb
started in reaction plate and photoelectric unit).

Instruction for external wash of
reagent probe

Open external wash valve and wash external wall of reagent probe.The
premise is to start solution pump ([Normally on solution pump] should be
started in reaction plate and photoelectric unit).

Instruction for simultaneous
internal and external wash of
reagent probe

Open internal and external wash valves simultaneously and wash internal
and external walls of reagent probe.The premise is to start solution pump
([Normally on solution pump] should be started in reaction plate and
photoelectric unit).

Basic operation sequence

1 Select an instruction on the left and click “Send”;

2 Select “Cyclic sending” and enter cyclic interval and index in the following box in case of cyclic
sending; and then click “Send”;

 Sample probe and mixing bar units

Maintenance operation explanation

Handshaking instruction PC is communicated with master control unit chip (middle computer)
and mixing bar unit is communicated with sample probe through
handshaking, for the purpose of whether the communication between
PC and master control unit, and communication between sample probe
and mixing bar unit are properly connected.

Instruction for sample probe
rotation to initial position

Sample probe vertically moves upwards to initial position.

Instruction for sample probe
rotation to wash position

Sample probe vertically moves downwards into wash pool and descends
set steps.

Instruction for sample probe
descent into sample bottle

Sample probe descends into sample bottle and stops when solution level
is detected.

Instruction for sample probe
descent into reaction cup

Sample probe vertically moves downwards into reaction cup and
descends set steps.

Instruction for sample probe
descent to specified step

Sample probe vertically moves downwards with specified steps

Instruction for internal wash of
sample probe

Open internal wash valve and wash internal wall of sample probe.The
premise is to start solution pump ([Normally on solution pump] should
be started in reaction plate and photoelectric unit).

Instruction for external wash of
sample probe

Open external wash valve and wash external wall of sample probe.The
premise is to start solution pump ([Normally on solution pump] should
be started in reaction plate and photoelectric unit).
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Maintenance operation explanation

Instruction for simultaneous
internal and external wash of
sample probe

Open internal and external wash valves and wash internal and external
walls of sample probe.The premise is to start solution pump ([Normally
on solution pump] should be started in reaction plate and photoelectric
unit).

Instruction for sample syringe
rotation to initial position

Sample syringe vertically moves upwards to initial position

Instruction for sample syringe
suction

Sample syringe vertically moves downwards and sucks specified
volume of sample

Instruction for sample syringe
discharge

Sample syringe vertically moves upwards and discharges specified
volume of sample

Instruction for mixing bar
rotation to initial position

Mixing bar vertically moves upwards to initial position

Instruction for mixing bar
rotation to wash pool

Mixing bar vertically moves downwards into wash pool and takes set
steps.

Instruction for mixing bar
rotation to reaction plate

Mixing bar vertically moves downwards into reaction cup and takes set
steps.

Instruction for mixing bar descent
to specified step

Mixing bar vertically moves downwards with specified steps

Instruction for external wash of
mixing bar

Open external wash valve and wash external wall of mixing bar.The
premise is to start solution pump ([Normally on solution pump] should
be started in reaction plate and photoelectric unit).

Mixing instruction for mixing bar Start mixing bar motor for set mixing time

Basic operation sequence

1 Select an instruction on the left and click “Send”;

2 Select “Cyclic sending” and enter cyclic interval and index in the following box in case of cyclic
sending; and then click “Send”;

 Photoelectric unit of reaction plate

Maintenance operation explanation

Handshaking instruction PC is communicated with master control unit chip (middle computer) and
photoelectric unit of reaction plate through handshaking, for the purpose
of whether the communication between PC and master control unit and
photoelectric unit of reaction plate is properly connected.

Vertical reset instruction Wash mechanism vertically moves upwards to initial position

Rotation reset instruction Reaction plate rotates to initial position and stops at the position of No.1
reaction cup

Automatic watering instruction
for reaction plate

Wash mechanism waters 81 reaction cups

Automatic unwatering
instruction for reaction plate

Wash mechanism unwaters 81 reaction cups
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Maintenance operation explanation

Instruction for reaction plate
rotation to specified cup position
from initial position

Reaction plate rotates to specified cup position from initial position, i.e.
rotated to specified cup position after initial position (No. 1 cup) is
referred

Instruction for reaction plate
rotation directly to specified cup
position

Reaction plate directly rotates to specified cup position from current
position, i.e. rotated to specified cup position after stop position in
previous rotation is referred

Instruction for specified cup
position number of reaction plate
rotation

Reaction plate rotates specified numbers of cup positions from current
cup position clockwise

Combined wash instruction Operate one complete wash of reaction cup.The premise is to start
vacuum pump ([Start vacuum pump] should be executed in reagent
sample plate unit) and reaction plate rotates to ready position for wash
nozzle insertion

Wash nozzle to position for
waste water suction

Wash nozzle vertically moves downwards to the bottom of reaction cup

Instruction for Normally on
solution pump

Start solution pump switch for working conditions

Start/shutdown solution pump
by time

Start the pump by user-enter time (millisecond) and then shutdown it on
specified time.Directly shutdown solution pump in case of enter
parameter of 0.

Instruction for wash valve
open/close by time

Open wash valve and fetch water, and then close the valve on specified
time maintained.The premise is to start solution pump ([Normally on
solution pump] should be sent from this unit).

Open/close vacuum valve by
time

Open vacuum valve and pump water, and then close the valve on
specified time maintained.The premise is to start vacuum pump ([Start
vacuum pump] should be sent from reagent sample plate unit).

Instruction for opening waste
solution valve

Open waste solution valve for waste solution discharge

Instruction for closing waste
solution valve

Close waste solution valve for waste water pumping

Instruction for directly rotating
to specified static collection cup
position

Specified reaction cup rotates to photoelectric collection position, and
different cup level positions of specified cup would be aligned with
collection points through user-transferred parameter.

Instruction for static
photoelectric collection

Reaction plate does not rotate for the purpose of collecting static
photoelectric data in specified wavelength (channel)

Basic operation sequence

1 Select an instruction on the left and click “Send”;

2 Select “Cyclic sending” and enter cyclic interval and index in the following box in case of cyclic
sending; and then click “Send”;

 Reaction sample plate unit
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Maintenance operation explanation

Handshaking instruction PC is communicated with master control unit chip (middle computer)
and reagent sample plate unit through handshaking, for the purpose of
whether the communication between PC and master control unit and
reagent sample plate unit is properly connected.

Rotation reset instruction Reaction plate and sample plate simultaneously rotate to respective
initial position and stop at the positions of No.1 cups respectively.

Instruction for reagent plate
rotation back to initial position

Reaction plate rotates to initial position and stops at the position of No.1
cup

Instruction for reagent plate
rotation to specified cup position
from initial position

Reagent plate rotates to specified cup position from initial position, i.e.
rotated to specified cup position after initial position (No. 1 cup) is
referred

Reagent plate rotation directly to
specified cup position

Reagent plate directly rotates to specified cup position from current
position, i.e. rotated to specified cup position after stop position in
previous rotation is referred

Sample plate rotation back to
initial position

Sample plate rotates to initial position and stops at the position of No.1
cup

Sample plate rotation to specified
cup position from initial position

Sample plate rotates to specified cup position from initial position, i.e.
rotated to specified cup position after initial position (No. 1 cup) is
referred

Sample plate rotation directly to
specified cup position

Sample plate directly rotates to specified cup position from current
position, i.e. rotated to specified cup position after stop position in
previous rotation is referred

Simultaneous rotation of Reagent
plate and sample plate to
specified cup position from initial
position

Reagent plate and sample plate simultaneously rotate and stop at
specified positions respectively after initial position (movement referred
to No. 1 cup).

Simultaneous and direct rotation
of Reagent plate and sample plate
to specified cup position

Reagent plate and sample plate simultaneously rotate and directly stop
at specified positions respectively, not passing initial positions
(movement referred to stop cup in previous operation).

Instruction for starting vacuum
pump

Start power switch of vacuum pump for the purpose of waste water
suction in vacuum way for wash mechanism

Instruction for vacuum pump
shutdown

Shut down power switch of vacuum pump

Instruction for turning on
photoelectric bulb

Turn on bulb power switch in photoelectric light source

Instruction for turning off
photoelectric bulb

Turn off bulb power switch in photoelectric light source

Basic operation sequence

1 Select an instruction on the left and click “Send”;

2 Select “Cyclic sending” and enter cyclic interval and index in the following box in case of cyclic
sending; and then click “Send”;
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 Temperature Control Unit

Maintenance operation explanation

Hand-shaking instruction The communication handshaking signal between PC and main control
unit chip (middle computer) and between temperature control units
shows whether the communication between PC and main control unit
and between temperature control units is in normal connection.

Query of current temperature Inquire about current temperature value measured by temperature
sensor.

Query of current setting target
temperature

Inquire about current setting target temperature value

Target temperature configuration Set the control target temperature value for temperature control

Turn on temperature control Turn on heater

Turn off temperature control Turn off heater

Turn on cooling fan Turn on the fan in opto-electrical box for cooling bulb

Turn of cooling fan Turn off the fan in opto-electrical box for cooling bulb

Basic operation sequence

1 Select an instruction on the left and click “Send”;

2 Select “Cyclic sending” and enter cyclic interval and index in the following box in case of cyclic
sending; and then click “Send”;;

5.2.4.2 Clear resultless sample
Clear the applied samples whose test results are unavailable based on current sample record. The following

interface will pop up after clicking the menu:

Click “Yes (Y) to clear the relevant records, or otherwise click “No(N)" to return to the main interface.
5.2.4.3 Transfer the sample test data to history database

To transfer current sample record to history database, click and see the following popup interface:

The relevant records will be transferred by clicking “Yes (Y)”. The relevant records will not be transferred and
it will return to the main interface by clicking “No (N)”.
5.2.4.4 Test cup blank

To test the cup blank of each wave length of reaction cup, click and see the following popup interface:
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The cup blank will be tested by clicking “Yes (Y)”. The cup blank will not be tested and it will return to the
main interface by clicking “No (N)”.

5.2.4.5 Query about running error log
Query into the log of history errors occurred during operation

Click “query” to see the error log during instrument running after setting the Query condition. The wrong
information you chosen will be deleted if you click “Delete” error” and all the wrong information you have searched
will be deleted if you click “Delete” all error”. It will return to the main interface by clicking “Close”.

5.2.5 System help
Version information included

5.2.5.1 Version information
The version information for operational software is as the following:
Click “confirm” to return to the main interface.

5.2.5.1 Calibration application
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(1) Basic operation sequence
Calibration test application

1 Select an item in the selection zone of calibration item on the left by one click, click again to
cancel the selection.

2 Select one or more calibration solutions according to the calibration types in the application
selection zone of calibration solution on the right.

3 To calibrate a number of items at the same time, repeat step 1 and step 2 until all the items
intended to be calibrated are selected;

4 Click the “Apply” button;

5 Click “List" to view the detailed calibration application list.

6 Click “Settings” to set the calibration solution.

5.2.5.2 Test application
If you want to apply for a test for normal sample and QC sample, please see the following interface:
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（1） (1) Basic explanation for parameters
Parameter Meaning Operation
Sample Index Test the sample index Directly enter the number into the box

Batch entry Enter the samples for the same
test item in batch

Enter the number of batch entry

Sample plate
number

There 4 plates available for
option.

Select one number from the pull-down menu.

Cup position There 40 cup positions on a
certain sample plate.

Enter the information into the box directly or click
“Remaining cup positions". Choose remaining cup
position from the pop-up window.

View
remaining cup
positions

View current cup position on the
sample plate

Click for a new interface, select an empty cup position and
click the “OK” button.

Specimen typeChoose a sample type Choose one from the pull-down menu.

Emergency
treatment

Set current sample as emergency
treatment

Radio button. The chosen one will be set as emergency
treatment.
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(2) Basic operation sequence
Apply for signal sample

1 Enter sample index;

2 Choose sample plate number, cup position number and sample type;

3 In case of emergency treatment test, select the radio button; otherwise leave the button unselected.

4 Click the item to be tested in the selection area for test item. Clicking the item once means the
button item has been chosen; clicking the button item twice means the item you chosen has been
cancelled. Or you may click the setting combination in the selection area for item combination.
Clicking the button once means the item has been chosen; clicking the button twice means the item
you chosen has been cancelled. If you need to set the item combination online, click “Set” for
combination. You can set the item combination in the new interface and return to the original
interface after setting.

5 Click “Apply”;

Apply for samples in batch

1 Enter sample index first and then enter the batch number

2 Choose sample plate number, cup position number and sample type;

3 Click the item to be tested in the test items selection area. Clicking means the item has been
chosen; clicking once more means the item you chosen has been cancelled. Or you may click the
setting combination in the selection area for item combination. Clicking the button once means the
item has been chosen; clicking the button twice means the item you chosen has been cancelled. If
you need to set the item combination online, click “Set” for combination. You can set the item
combination in the new interface and return to the original interface after setting.

4 Click the “Apply” button;

Note:
(1) When applying for samples in batch, the sample indexes for batch application and the

positions of samples in the sample plate should increase steadily by sequence,
according to starting sample index and the cup position of the starting sample.

(2) Batch application and single application may proceed at the same time.

View applied sample

1 Click or to view the application information of the first index or the last index.

Click or to see the application information one by one.

Application for modifying a certain sample

1
Click , , , or to choose the sample index to revise;

2 For the sample whose test has been applied for but hasn’t started yet, to delete a certain applied
item, move the cursor to this item and then click the right button of the mouse, the item will be
deleted by pressing “Delete” in the new interface. To add an item, click the item directly and press
“apply”. The sample which has been tested cannot be revised.
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5.2.5.3 Start
Select the type and range of the test to be started, confirm them and start, see the figure below:

（1）Basic operation sequence
1 Select reagent plate number (1-5), sample plate number (1-4) to begin the test with, or leave the

selection to default numbers, which are No.1 reagent plate and No.1 sample plate;

2 If this test batch includes QC test, click the “QC test” column, (one click means selection and one
more means cancellation);

3 Click the “general test” column, (one click means selection, one more means cancellation), enter
the start number of the general test in the entry box below, or leave the entry to default, which
means starting all general tests;

4 Click “OK” to finish.

5.2.5.4 Stop
Stop all tests in process. Execute this function only when users need to stop current work because of

various reasons.

Click "OK” and the analyzer will immediately stops; otherwise, click “Close” .
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5.2.5.5 View Result
View the status and results of all general tests and QC tests as below:

（1）Basic explanation for parameters
Parameters Meaning Operation
Name Name of current patient Enter directly into the box

Sex Gender of current patient Select one from the pull-down menu

Age Age of current patient Enter directly into the first box, select one from the
pull-down menu of the second box

Clinic ID Outpatient number of current
patient

Enter directly into the box

Be In Hospital
ID

Hospital admission number of
current patient

Enter directly into the box

Test Office Department of current patient Enter the code or the name of corresponding department

Bed ID Bed number of current patient enter directly into the box

Clinical
diagnose

Clinical diagnosis of current
patient

Select one from the pull-down menu or enter directly

Dr Test Doctor who fills out examination
application form for current
patient

Enter the code or the name of the doctor for sample
delivery

Test time The time the sample delivered for
examination

Enter directly or select by clicking

Sample type Sample type Select one from the pull-down menu

Sample status Sample status Select one from the pull-down menu

Inspector Examination report Inspector Select one from the pull-down menu
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Parameters Meaning Operation
Remark Indicate special condition of the

specimen or other related
information

Enter directly

Delete single
item

Delete the information and
related test item of a general
sample in non-test status

Click “OK” of the popup box

Delete all

Delete the information and
related test items of all general
samples in non-test status, or
delete all data of samples that
have finished their tests.

Click “OK” of the popup box

Sample search

Indistinct Query of current day’s
test samples

（2）Basic operation sequence
View current result

1 Select a sample index to view the result from the sample index list area on the left;

2 The result display area on the lower right part will directly display the results of all tests with
selected indexes. If an item’s tests haven‘t finished yet, its result area will be blank.

3 Select an item whose results are available, click “reaction curve” to view the reaction curve and
reaction data

Enter patient information

1 Select a sample index that requires the entry of patient information from the sample index list on
the left;

2 Enter relevant information in the information entry area on the upper right part and click the
“save” button on the right;

3 Switch to next sample index and repeat step 1 and 2 to enter information.

Set printing template

1 Click the “printing template” button and see a new popup interface;

2 Select an available printing template, or create a new template and set it as default.

Result printing

1 To print all results, click the “all samples” radio button, and click “print”.

2 To print all results, click the “all samples” radio button, and click “print”;
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3 To print the results of designated index, click the “select sample” radio button, and then enter the
designate index into the activated entry box, and click “print”;

5.2.5.6 Emergency exit
Execute this function only when an error occurs to the analyzer in operation and it is unable to exit as usual.

During emergency exit, the analyzer will skip all shutdown procedure and exit directly.

Click “OK” to finish.
5.2.5.7 Sample plate

View test status of applied sample on each sample plate, including calibration plate, as below:

View sample plate status

1 Switch sample plate bookmark to view test status of different sample plates
2 In sample plate display area, different test types and test status are displayed in different shapes

and colors;
3 Select a sample from the sample plate, and select sample information display area on the right to

display the sample index and sample type. Then select test result display area to display this
sample’s applied items and the test status of each item. In the selected sample test estimated
remaining time column remaining time for sample tests to complete will be displayed.

4 Select an item that has finished its tests from the selected sample test results display area, click
“reaction curve of tested item” to view the reaction curve and reaction data

5 Click the “back” button to close the sample plate interface and return to the main interface.
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5.2.5.8Reagent plate
View reagent position on reagent plate, view regent residue, set or change reagent position on each reagent

plate, and detect the residue of every reagent under standby status, as shown below:

View reagent plate status

1 Switch sample plate bookmark to view position and residue of reagents on different reagent
plates

2 Reagent position occupancy will be shown in two status: occupied and not occupied in the
display area for reagent plate position on the left;

3 In the item display area on the right, gray indicates that a reagent position is set for the item
while yellow means otherwise.

4 View the position and residouble of every reagent in the set display area for reagent;

Set reagent position

1 Switch bookmark to the desired reagent plate;
2 In the items display area on the right, click a yellow item; if it is a double reagent, click

activated R1 or R2, then set this regent to the position by double clicking an unoccupied
position on the reagent plate;

Change reagent position

1 Switch bookmark to the desired reagent plate;
2 Single click a reagent, whose position needs changing, on the reagent plate, and then double

click an unoccupied position to change the previous reagent position to current one, if the
reagent plate is fully occupied, delete a reagent position before changing a reagent’s position

Delete reagent position

1 Switch bookmark to the desired reagent plate;
2 Single click a reagent whose position you wish to delete on the reagent plate, and click the

“delete reagent position” button on the right.

5.2.5.9Reaction plate
View the test item and test status of every reaction cup:
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View reaction plate status

1 Test status of every reaction cup is displayed in different colors in the display area for reaction cup
position on the left;

2 Click a reaction cup number, and select the reaction cup’s current tested items column on the right,
then all current day’s tested and being tested items of the reaction cup will be displayed;

3 Select a test, and select the detailed information column for the test item to see the sample index
and sample type;

4 Select an item whose test is finished, click “reaction curve of tested item” to view the reaction
curve and reaction data

5 Click the “back” button to close the reaction plate interface and return to the main interface.

5.2.5.10 Alarm Information
View current alarm information, including alarm details, possible causes and solutions. When a new and

unviewed alarm happens, the alarm button will be colored by a highlight red which will disappear after it is
viewed. View current alarm information as shown below:
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Click the “Back” button to close alarm information interface and return to main interface.
To view alarm history information, please open Running Error Log Query of maintenance menu.

5.3 Appendix Chart A
MODELWITH 180TESTS/HOUR: Calculation Methods for Reaction Start-End Points
Sequence for adding reagent/sample:
double-reagent.： Add R1, S during Period 1; Add R2 during Period 15; Read absorbance rate every 24 seconds.
single -reagent.： Add R1 during Period 1; Add R2 during Period 15; Read absorbance rate every 24 seconds.

Calculation methods for start-end points are the same for single-reagent and double-reagent.
End-Point Method Reaction Start Point=12;
End-Point Method Reaction End Point=15+Reaction Time(S)/24(S). (The end point is smaller than 33).
Two-Point Method Reaction Start Point=14+time;
Two-Point Method Reaction End Point=Reaction Time /24(S)
Dynamics Method Reaction Start Point=14+time
Dynamics Method Reaction End Point= Reaction Time /24(S)
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Chapter VI Operation Procedures
6.1 Basic Operation Procedures

Add Items

1. Click “Open Menu” in the main interface to display main menu;
2. Click “Test Setting” in main menu, and select “Item Parameter” from the pull-down menu
to display “Item Parameter” interface;
3. Click “Add” and enter various test parameters according to respective parameter meanings
and reagent related instructions;
4. Click “Save” to save setting.

Modify item
test parameter

1. Click “Open Menu” in the main interface to display main menu;
2. Click “Test Setting” in main menu, and select “Item Parameter” from the pull-down menu
to display “Item Parameter” interface;
3. Select the item to be modified, and click “Modify” to modify various test parameters
according to respective meanings and reagent related instructions;
4. Click “Save” to save the parameters modified.

Delete items

1. Click “Open Menu” in the main interface to display main menu;
2. Click the “Test Setting” in main menu, and select “Item Parameter” from the pull-down
menu to display “Item Parameter” interface;
3. Select item to be deleted, click “Delete” and a new prompt interface will pop up;
4. Click “Yes”.

Add QC
control
solution

1. Click “Open Menu” in the main interface to display main menu;
2. Click “Test Setting” in main menu, and select “QC Setting” from the pull-down menu to
display “QC Setting” interface;
3. Click “Add” and input various contents, including QC control solution name, item target
value and standard deviation, cumulative sum control rule according to various parameter
meanings;
4. Click “Save” to save the setting.

Modify QC
control
solution

1. Click “Open Menu” in the main interface to display main menu;
2. Click “Test Setting” in main menu, select “QC Setting” from the pull-down menu and a
“QC Setting” interface will pop up;
3. Select the QC control solution to be modified, click “Modify” to modify various contents
including QC control solution name, item target values and standard deviation, cumulative
sum control rule according to the meaning of various parameters;
4. Click “Save” button to save the setting.

Delete QC
control
solution

1. Click “Open Menu” in the main interface to display main menu;
2. Click “Test Setting” in main menu, select “QC Setting” from the pull-down menu and a
“QC Setting” interface will pop up;
3. Select the QC control solution to be deleted, click “Delete” and a new prompt interface
will pop up;
4. Click “Yes” .

Add
Calibration
solution

1. Click “Open Menu” in the main interface to display main menu;
2. Click “Test Setting” in main menu, select “Calibration Setting” from the pull-down menu
and a “Calibration Setting” interface will pop up;
3. Click “Add” to input various contents including calibration solution name, various items’
standard value and respective positions on calibration plate according to the meaning of
various parameters;
4. Click “Save” to save the setting.

Modify
calibration
solution

1. Click “Open Menu” in the main interface to display main menu;
2. Click “Test Setting” in main menu, select “Calibration Setting” from the pull-down menu
and a “Calibration Setting” interface will pop up;
3. Select the calibration solution to be modified, click “Modify” to modify various contents
including calibration solution name, various items’ standard value and respective positions
on calibration plate according to the meaning of various parameters ;
4. Click “Save” to save the setting.
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Delete
calibration
solution

1. Click the “Open Menu” shortcut in the main interface to display main menu;
2. Click “Test Setting” in main menu, select “Calibration Setting” from the pull-down menu
and a “Calibration Setting” interface will pop up;
3. Select the calibration solution to be deleted, click “Delete” to display a new prompt
interface;
4. Click “Yes”.

Setting reagent
position

1. Click “Reagent Plate”;
2. Toggle between tags to get the required reagent plate number;
3. Select the name of reagent whose position is to be set, as for double reagent, select R1 and
R2 respectively;
4. Double click an empty reagent position to set the selected reagent to that position.

Changing
reagent
position

1. Click “Reagent Plate”;
2. Toggle between tags to get the required reagent plate number;
3. Single click on reagent plate the name of reagent whose position is to be changed;
4. Double click an empty reagent position to change the selected reagent from original
position to that position.

Remove
reagent from
its position

1. Click “Reagent Plate” shortcut;
2. Toggle between tags to get the required reagent plate number;
3. Single click on reagent plate the name of reagent which is to be removed from a position;
4. Click “Delete Occupied Cup position”
5. Click “Yes”.

Calibration
test process

1. Click “Calibration Application” in main interface to display the “Calibration Application”
interface, select the item for calibration, the calibration solution required and the calibration
rule;
2. Repeat above operation till all items for calibration are selected;
3.Click “Apply”;
4. Place various calibration solutions on sample plate according to the positions applied for;
5. Recheck reagent positions and ensure that all reagent bottle lids are opened;
6. Click “Start” in main interface to display a new interface and input startup conditions:

（1）Select the number of reagent plate whose test is to be started(from 1-5)
（2）If automatic testing of reagent blank is needed, you need to check the box in front of

“Automatic Testing Reagent Blank” or you will enter the next step directly;
（3）Click “Calibration Test” field(clicking once will select and twice will deselect);
（4）Click “Confirm” to complete.
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QC test
process

1． Click “Test Application” or “High-speed Application” on the top left position in main
interface;
2． Click the radio button of QC Application on the left to select a QC control solution to be
applied for, select sample plate number(1-4) and sample position(1-39), select item or
combination of items(clicking once will select and twice will deselect), click “Apply” below;
3．Repeat above operations till all QC applications are done, return to main interface on
completion;
4． Click sample plate to display a new interface, click the QC Test on sample plate and
verify carefully various items applied for by each QC control solution to ensure that no
mistake is present;
5． Place QC control solutions on sample plate according to the positions applied for;
6．Recheck reagent positions and ensure that all reagent bottle lids are opened;
7． Click “Start” in main interface to display a new interface and input startup conditions:

（1）If you wish to start the high-speed testing that is applied for, you need to check the
box in front of “High-speed Testing” or you will enter the next step directly;

（2）Select the number of reagent plate(1-5) and sample plate(1-4) whose tests are to be
started

（3）Click “QC Test” field(clicking once will select and twice will deselect);
（4）If normal test is included in current batch of tests, click “Normal Test” field(clicking

once will select, clicking twice will deselect), and enter in the input box below the initial
number of normal test to be started , if not entered, all normal tests will be started by default;

（5）Click “Confirm” to complete.

Normal test
process

1．Click “Test Application” or “High-speed Application” shortcut on the top left in main
interface;
2． Enter sample number in Test Application interface, select sample plate number(1-4) and
sample position(1-120), select item or combination of items(clicking once will select,
clicking twice will deselect), click the “Apply” below.
3． Repeat above operations till application for all samples are completed. Return to main
interface on completion.
4． Click sample plate to display a new interface, click the samples on sample plate and
verify carefully respective sample position and items applied for to ensure that they are in
accordance with check list.
5． Place samples on sample plate according to the positions applied for;
6． Recheck reagent positions and ensure that all reagent bottle lids are opened;
7． Click “Start” shortcut in main interface to display a new interface and input startup
conditions:

（1）If you wish to start the high-speed testing applied for, you need to check the box in
front of “High-speed Testing” or you will enter the next step directly;

（2）Select the number of reagent plate(1-5) and sample plate(1-4) whose tests are to be
started;

（3）If automatic testing of reagent blank is needed, you need to check the box in front of
“Automatic Testing Reagent Blank” or you will enter the next step directly;

（4）If “Automatic Testing Reagent Blank” is not selected, while it is needed to test the
reagent blank of individual item, click “Reagent Blank” field and select the reagent to be
tested, click “Confirm” to complete(clicking once will select and clicking twice will
deselect);

（5）If QC test is included in the current batch of tests, click “QC Test” field(clicking
once will select and twice will deselect);

（6）Click “Normal Test” field(clicking once will select and twice will deselect), and
enter in the input box below the initial number of normal test to be started , if not entered, all
normal tests will be started by default;

（7）Click “Confirm” button to complete.

6.2 Starting New Item Operation Procedures
1. Add test parameters of the item;
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2. Set reagent position of the item;

3. Add calibration solution for the item, or increase concentration of the item in an existing calibration solution;

4. Add QC control solution for the item, or increase the item’s target value and standard deviation in existing QC

control solution;

5. Conduct calibration application for the item;

6. Start calibration test;

7. Conduct QC application and start test after a successful calibration;

8. Normal specimen test can be started after QC test;

6.3 Routine Operation Procedures
1. Pre-start check

a) Check if printing papers are sufficient, add if insufficient;
b) Check if power supply works properly and connections are reliable;
c) Check if communication between printer and computer, between computer and analyzer is reliable;
d) Check if pure water is present, if insufficient then add immediately;
e) Empty waste solution barrel and check if waste solution is discharged smoothly;
f) Check if bent, dirt or water residual is present on reagent probe, sample probe, mixing bar and rinsing nozzle;
g)Check if there is bubble or liquid leakage on reagent syringe and sample syringe;
h)Open reagent bottle lid.

Note: Biohazard
(1) All waste solution should be deemed as infective, and protective gloves should be worn
when operating;
(2) All waste solution should be discharged according to the requirements of local
environmental protection department, hygiene department, and hospitals;
(3) Biohazard is present in all parts, and protective gloves should be worn when operating.

2. Switching on power
Switch on power in following sequence:
a)Printer power
b)Computer monitor power
c)Computer power
e)Press down analyzer power on the left(indicator should light up when power switch is pressed down)

3. Starting operating system
Double click the “Chemical Analyzer Operating System” shortcut on desktop and log on to the system, the

start-up process will be done in following sequence:
a)Reset various moving parts;
b)Turn on temperature control to heat reaction plate;
c)Light up bulbs
d)Test various wavelength background
e)Clean reaction cup;
f)Determine cup blank;
g)Check bulb status;
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Note: alarm
In case of alarm info during start-up, click to view details and handling method;

4. System setting
a)Set relevant info of hospital, department and doctor;
b)Set user name, initial password and operation authority;
c)Set patient related info, select or edit the printing formats of various reports;

5. Item parameter setting
Enter analysis parameters of various items according to specific parameter meanings and reagent kit

instructions.

Note: analysis parameters
Incorrect analysis parameters will result in incorrect test results, please consult us or reagent
supplier for details.

6. Setting reagent position
Set various item positions on reagent plate;

Note:
Refer to the item with double reagents, R1 and R2 must be set on corresponding reagent
plate

7. Calibration setting
a)Add Calibration solution;
b)Set calibration solution position on calibration plate;
c)Set concentration of various items in calibration solution.

8. QC setting
a)Add QC control solution;
b)Set target value and standard deviation of various items in QC control solution;
c)Set cumulative sum control rule of various items.

9. Test application
a)Reagent blank application;
b)Calibration application;
c)QC application;
d)Normal test application.

10. Test preparation
a)Place reagents on reagent plate according to set reagent position, and immediately add new reagent if
remaining reagent is insufficient;
b)Place calibration solution on sample plate according to set positions;
c)Place QC control solutions on sample plate according to positions applied for;
d)Place samples on sample plate according to positions applied for;
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Note: Obstructed probe
（1）Check reagent and sample carefully to eliminate the presence of suspending insoluble

substances such as fiber, fiber protein etc, or reagent/sample probe will be
obstructed;

（2）When suspending insoluble substances appear in sample, the supernatant should be
sucked out and transferred to a clean sample tube.

11.Starting test
a)Click “Start”;
b)Select the type of tests to be started;
c)Enter the range of samples to be tested;
d)Click “Confirm”.

Note:
These Series can start reagent blank test ,QC test and normal test simultaneously
according to following sequence of priority.

（1）Reagent blank test
(2) QC test;

（3）Normal test.

12. Test result confirmation
（1）Calibration curve confirmation

a) Double click “Open Menu” in main interface to display main menu;

b) Click “Statistics/Query” in main menu and select “Calibration Query” from the pull-down menu to display

the “Calibration Query” interface;

c)Enter the starting and ending date for query, select the item to be queried, click “Query” on the bottom left to

display all calibration records meeting query conditions;

d) Select any calibration record and click “Details” on the bottom right to display the detailed information of

the calibration records.

（2）QC status confirmation
a) Click “View Result” in main interface;

b) Click on the name of QC control solution on bottom left in the interface to view all items applied for of the

control solution; select any completed item and click “Reaction Curve” on the bottom to view the reaction

curve and data of that item.

(3）Normal result confirmation

a) Click “View Result” in main interface;

b) Click on the sample number to be viewed on the left in the interface to display on the bottom all items

applied for of that sample; select any completed item and click “Reaction Curve” on the bottom to view

the reaction curve and data of that item.

c) If you wish to enter relevant patient information of a certain sample, select the sample, enter relevant

patient information directly on top of interface, click “Save” on top right to complete;

d) If you need to retest for a certain item, select “Retest” option on the farthest right in the result field(clicking

once will select and twice will deselect), then click “Redo Selected Test”.
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13. Add tests
a)Add normal test
b)Add emergency test;
c)Add QC test

Note:
（1） During test, These Series can unlimitedly add normal and QC tests;
（2） During test, one should not add calibration parameters which already exist or add

calibration test of items already under test, because this may result in that, in the
same batch of tests, some samples are calculated based on previous calibration
parameters, and some are calculated according to newly added calibration
parameters;

14. Shut-down

a)Click the icon on the top right corner of the main interface to exit.

15. Switch off power
Switch off power in following sequence:
a)Analyzer power;
b)Computer power;
c)Computer monitor power;
d)Printer power.

Note:
（1）The main power of These Series is located at the bottom of the analyzer back, please

do not switch off the main power unless needed;
（2） If you need to switch off the main power, please turn the power switch from ON to

OFF.
16. Check after shut-down

a)Remove samples, calibration solution and QC solution from the sample plate;
b)Close the lid of reagent bottle;
c)Wipe analyzer table;
d)Remove dirt from reagent probe, sample probe, mixing bar and rinsing nozzle if there is any;
e)Check reagent syringe and sample syringe to see if there is any bubble or liquid leakage

Chapter VII Analysis Principles and Calculation Methods
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7.1 Analysis Principles
With the absorbance rule of solution or the transmission rule of light in suspension, monitor the absorbance of

each photometer point in reaction process, and then calculate the concentration or activity of the tested substance

according to the changes in absorbance before and after reaction or the change rate of absorbance in reaction process

as well as corresponding calibration parameters or calculation factors.

7.2 Analysis Procedures
Describe the process from the aspects of operation process, operation position, test procedure, photometer point

and so on.

7.2.1 Operation Process
These Series completes all tests by conducting the following operations in circulation.

a) Turn the reaction cup to the first wash nozzle at the first section to begin automatic washing;

b) Throughout 1st to 81st cycles, complete the actions of adding first reagent, sample, second reagent and

reaction monitor, and conduct one absorbance test at each cycle;

c) During 81st cycle, the reaction cup returns to the position under the first wash nozzle, and the next systemic

circulation will begin after washing.

* MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR and 320 doesn’t execute steps (1) and (3); instead, it executes step (2) directly.

7.2.2 Test Procedures
These Series executes fixed test process, described as the followings:

Test Procedures:

Start-up→Start-up Process→Manually Add New Reaction cups→Add First Reagent, Second Reagent and

Sample→Reaction Ends→Manually Add New Reaction cups→Shut-down.

* The specific time cycle is subject to the software setting during installation for this analyzer.

7.2.3 Photometer Point
MODELWITH 180TESTS/HOUR: For the same reaction, one absorbance test at every 2 cycles; 32 photometer
points in total.

7.3 Analysis Methods
Classification is conducted according to reaction speed characteristics in reaction process; SL Series classifies

all reactions into three types: end-point method, two-point method and kinetic method; detailed description is shown

as follows.

7.3.1 End-Point Method
Reaction is thorough and all substrates are changed into monitored products; the absorbance of reaction solution

doesn’t increase (or decrease) any more, and increment (or reduction) of absorbance before and after reaction is

proportional to its original concentration of tested substance.

Typical reaction curve of end-point method is shown in the following graph:
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7.3.2 Two-Point Method
Within specific reaction section, the reaction speed is proportional to 1st power of concentration of the tested

substance. The total reaction speed is reducing continuously because of the continuous consumption of the tested

substance, which is reflected in the smaller and smaller difference of increased (or reduced) speed of absorbance.

Moreover, during this period, increment (or reduction) of absorbance is proportional to the original concentration of

tested substance.

Typical reaction curve of two-point method is shown in the following graph:

7.3.3 Kinetic Method
Within specific reaction section, the reaction speed reaches top speed and maintains unchanged; the tested

substances turn into monitored products at constant top speed, which is reflected in even increase (or reduction) of

absorbance. The increased or reduced speed (△A/min) is proportional to activity or concentration of the tested

substances. This method is mainly used in determining enzyme activity.

Typical reaction curve of kinetic method is shown in the following graph:
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7.4 Absorbance and Reaction Range
7.4.1 Absorbance

In These Series, the calculation formula for absorbance is as follows:

Absorbance of solution = Log(AD water－AD dark)/ (AD solution－AD dark)
In which:

(1) “Log” represents operation of common logarithm, of which the base is 10;

(2) “AD” represents the numerical value after photoelectric conversion and digital to analog conversion of light

intensity;

(3) “AD dark” represents the AD value when the bulb is not turned on; “AD water” represents the AD value

when reaction cup is fully filled with water; “AD solution” represents the AD value when reaction cup is

fully filled with solution to be tested;

7.4.2 Reaction Range
In These Series, reaction range is defined as the change or change rate of absorbance between starting points,

which is essential intermediate data in calculation process and is indispensable to the calculations of calibration

parameters and concentrations; different types of analysis methods have different calculation methods for reaction

range, as shown in the following descriptions:

（1）End-point method

Reaction range = absorbance of end point – (absorbance of starting point x volume correction factor)
Where:

a) Users set up starting point and end point in “item parameters”;

b) For absorbance, if it is single wavelength, directly adopt absorbance of dominant wavelength; if it is

double wavelength, absorbance of each point equals to the value obtained by subtracting absorbance of

secondary wavelength from absorbance of dominant wavelength;

c) Volume correction factor= (volume of starting point) / (volume of end point);
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（2）Two-point method
Reaction range = absorbance of end point - absorbance of starting point

Where:

a) Users set up starting point and end point in “item parameters”;

b) For absorbance, if it is single wavelength, directly adopt absorbance of dominant wavelength; if it is

double wavelength, absorbance of each point equals to the value obtained by subtracting absorbance of secondary

wavelength from absorbance of dominant wavelength;

（3）Kinetic method
Reaction range = change rate of absorbance between starting point and end point in each minute

Where:

a) Users set up starting point and end point in “item parameters”;

b) For absorbance, if it is single wavelength, directly adopt absorbance of dominant wavelength; if it is

double wavelength, absorbance of each point equals to the value obtained by subtracting absorbance of secondary

wavelength from absorbance of dominant wavelength;

7.5 Calibration
7.5.1 Calibration Type

In These Series, calibration is divided into two types: linear calibration and nonlinear calibration. Linear

calibration includes one-point, two-point and multipoint linear calibration, which mainly apply to the items in which

reaction solution is solution; nonlinear calibration mainly includes Log it-4P, Logit -5P, Exponential-5P,

Polynomial-5P and Spline, which mainly apply to items in which reaction solution is suspension, such as

immunoturbidimetry item.

7.5.2 Calibration Parameter
Calibration parameter number and calculation methods are different for different types of calibration, as shown

in the following description.

（1）One-point linear calibration

There is one calibration parameter in formula C=R/k, which is k.

k= R standard/C standard

Where: C standard is concentration of standard and R standard is reaction range of standard.

（2）Two-point linear calibration

There are two calibration parameters in formula C=(R-b)/k, which are k and b.

k= (R2-R1) /(C2-C1).

b= R1- C1(C2-C1) / (R2-R1)

Where: C1 and C2 separately are concentration of standard 1 and 2; R1 and R2 separately are reaction range of

standard 1 and 2.

（3）Multipoint linear calibration

There are two calibration parameters in formula C=(R-b)/k, which are k and b.

Calculate calibration parameter according to multipoint linear regression.
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（4）Logit-4P

There are four parameters in calibration formula R=R0+K/[1+e(-a+blnC)], which are R0, K, a and b. It is

required that at least 4 standards should be provided, among which, concentration (activity) of the first standard

should be zone, corresponding R equals to R0, and remaining parameters should be determined by iteration method.

（5）Logit-5P

There are five parameters in calibration formula R=R0+K/[1+e(-a+blnC+c*C)], which are R0, K, a, b and c. It is

required that at least 5 standards should be provided, among which, concentration (activity) of the first standard

should be zone, corresponding R equals to R0, and remaining parameters should be determined by iteration method.

（6）Exponential-5P

There are five parameters in calibration formula R=R0+Ke[alnC+b(lnC)2+c(lnC)3], which are R0, K, a, b and c. It is

required that at least 5 standards should be provided, among which, concentration (activity) of the first standard

should be zone, corresponding R equals to R0, and remaining parameters should be determined by iteration method.

（7）Polynomial-5P

There are five parameters in calibration formula LnC=a+b(R-R0)+c(R-R0)2+d(R-R0)3, which are R0, a, b, c and

d. It is required that at least 5 standards should be provided, among which, concentration (activity) of the first

standard should be zone, corresponding R equals to R0, and remaining parameters should be determined by iteration

method.

（8）Spline

There are 4i parameters in calibration formula C-Ci=R0i+ai(C-Ci)+bi(C-Ci)2+ci(C-Ci)3-R, which are R0i, ai, bi

and ci. It is required that at least 2 standards should be provided, and parameters in each section should be

determined by iteration method.

7.6 Concentration Calculation
（1）If kinetic method is used for analysis, calibration may not be conducted and theoretical calculation factor F can

be directly inputted; its concentration equals to the product of R x F. For items of other types, calibration

should be first conducted, and concentration only can be figured out with calibration parameter;

（ 2） If the type of calibration parameter is linear calibration, Logit-4P or Polynomial-5P, concentration can be

directly figured out with calibration parameter and reaction range R;

（3）If the type of calibration parameter is Logit-5P, Exponential-5P or Spline, positive real root can be determined

by bisection method, which is then used to figure out concentration.

7.7 Quality Control
7.7.1QC Rules

The default QC rule of These Series is Westguard multi-rule; users can select one rule or several rules for

different items to judge QC state according to actual needs.

Westguard multi-rule includes 10 sub-rules; judgment and meaning for each sub-rule are shown as follows:

Symbol Definition Judgment of QC state
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Symbol Definition Judgment of QC state
12S One point falls over average value +2SD or -2SD Awarning is given

13S One point falls over average value +3SD or -3SD Out of control (accidental
error and system error)

22S Two successive points fall over average value +2SD
or -2SD

Out of control (system error)

R4S Difference value of two successive values exceeds
4SD

Out of control (accidental
error)

41S Four successive points fall over average value
+1SD or -1SD

Out of control (system error)

10X Ten successive points fall over at the same side Out of control (system error)

Judgment flow chart of KHA Series for above sub-rules is as follows:

7.7.2 QC Types
These Series has three QC types, which are real time QC, QC in day and QC between days, and they are used to

judge QC states according to established QC rules.
Real time QC: to judge QC state for 10 successive QC data in one day;
QC in day: to judge QC state for all QC data in one day;
QC between days: to judge QC state for all QC data between different days.

7.7.3 QC Charts
These Series has three types of QC charts in all, which are L-J, cumulative sum QC chart and Twin Plot.
（1）L-J QC chart
Take measured data value as longitudinal coordinate and draw a transverse line from QC target value; draw 6

lines parallel to average value line over +1SD (standard deviation, SD for short), +2SD and +3SD as well as under

-1SD, -2SD and -3SD, and then mark ±1SD, 2SD and ±3 SD; mark a dot on QC chart according to measured value of

QC material and then link up consecutive points with a fine line.

（2）Cumulative sum QC chart
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To calculate cumulative sum of QC solution, take cumulative sum as longitudinal coordinate and measurement

number as horizontal coordinate, and draw a transverse line from 0; draw 2 lines parallel to this transverse line at

upper and lower control limit h of cumulative sum (this limit is automatically calculated according to cumulative sum

QC rule selected by the user); mark each cumulative sum on the chart and link up consecutive points with a fine line,

which will forms cumulative sum QC chart; if any point goes beyond the upper or lower transverse line is judged as

out of control.

（3）Twin Plot QC chart
If one item is used to measure QC solution with two concentrations, when Twin Plot QC chart can be displayed.

Take measured value of one QC solution as horizontal coordinate (generally is low-concentration QC solution) and

measured value of another QC solution as longitudinal coordinate (generally is high-concentration QC solution)

according to target value and standard deviation(SD) (inputted by user in QC setting); take average value as center

line and mark out ±1SD, ±2SD and ±3SD lines, measured results of two QC solution at one time is seemed as a dot,

and mark it on the coordinate, which is shown as follows:

This chart can sensitively reflect system and accidental errors; if data falls in blue ring (±2SD), it indicates it is

in control; if data falls in the first or the third quadrant between the red ring and blue ring, it indicates system error; if

data falls in the second or the fourth quadrant between the red ring and blue ring, it indicates accidental error; if data

falls beyond the red ring, it indicates accidental error.

7.8 Other Relevant Calculations
7.8.1 Calculation Related to Calibration Curve
（1）Calibration sensitivity

It means difference value between reaction ranges of calibration solution with maximum concentration and
calibration solution with minimum concentration; if it is less than set value, it will be judged as unqualified.
（2）Blank solution reaction range

It means reaction range value of calibration solution whose concentration is 0; if it is larger than set value, it will
be judged as unqualified.
（3）Calibration repeatability

Difference between the maximum and minimum reaction range is measured for each calibration solution for
three times; if it is larger than set value, it will be judged as unqualified.
（4）Standard deviation of calibration curve

It only applies to multipoint linear and nonlinear calibration curves. It is the square root of quotient which is
calculated through degrees of freedom divided by quadratic sum of difference between reaction range of each
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calibration solution (R) and reaction ranges ( ) calculated from calibration curve

Note:
In These Series, each calibration solution is repeatedly measured for three

times; the result with maximum deviation will be deleted, and the average value of
remaining two results will be calculated, and therefore n always equals to 2.

7.8.2 Substrate Exhaustion Judgment
It only applies to kinetic method and two-point method; some high-concentration (activity) samples deplete

substrate rapidly and reaction speed is no longer the expected speed (grade 0 or grade 1 reaction); to reflect measured

result correctly, substrate exhaustion should be judged; detailed judgment is shown as follows:

（1）Ascending reaction

If absorbance value of any point or several points between time interval from starting point to end point is larger

than set value, it is judged as substrate exhaustion.

（2）Descending reaction

If absorbance value of any point or several points between time interval from starting point to end point is less

than set value, it is judged as substrate exhaustion.

7.8.3 Linearity Check
It only applies to kinetic method; judge whether straightness of reaction curve between time interval from

starting point to end point meets set value. Detailed calculation method is shown as follows:

（1）The number of photometer points between time intervals from starting point to end point is larger than 9.

Linear limit = (the change rate of absorbance of first 6 photometer points - the change rate of absorbance of last 6

photometer points)/the change rate of absorbance of all points

（2）4≤ Photometer points between time intervals from starting point to end point ≤8

Linear limit = (the change rate of absorbance of first 3 photometer points - the change rate of absorbance of last 3

photometer points)/the change rate of absorbance of all points

（3）linearity need not be calculated if of any of the following circumstances exists:

a) Photometer points ≤3

b) the change rate of absorbance is less than 0.006/min or difference value between the change rates of

absorbance is less than 0.006/min

c) Reagent blank test, sample blank test and zero-concentration calibration solution test

7.8.4 Prozone Check
In antigen and antibody reaction, generated insoluble antigen and antibody compound is closely related to the

proportions of antigen and antibody; if insoluble antigen and antibody compound of maximum value are generated

with proper proportion, the transmitted light is of minimum value, i.e., maximum absorbance; if the proportion is

larger or less than this value, generated insoluble antigen and antibody compound will decrease, transmitted light will

increase and therefore absorbance will decrease, as shown in the following graph. Without prozone check,

absorbance generated by two samples with great different concentrations may be the same, which will generate the
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same measurement result.

In These Series, prozone check is conducted with the following methods:
（1）Double-reagent end-point method
As shown in the following graph, L is starting point of reaction, M is end point of reaction, N and P are prozone

check points; L, M, N and P form the following relation:

5≤L＜15≤N＜P＜M≤32

Prozone Check value (PC) equals to:

If PC is less than set prozone check limit, it can be judged that prozone situation exists;
（2）Single-reagent end-point method
As shown in the following graph, L is starting point of reaction, M is end point of reaction, N and P are prozone

check points; L, M, N and P form the following relation:

1≤L＜15≤N＜P＜M≤32

Prozone Check value (PC) equals to:
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If PC is less than set prozone check limit, it can be judged that prozone situation exists;

7.8.5 Reaction Balance Judgment
It only applies to end-point method; judge whether reaction at end-point moment is balanced according to data

from each photometer point; the detailed method is as follows:

（1）Calculate difference value between end point and 3 successive photometer points;

（2） If every difference value is less than 0.01, it can be judged that the reaction is balanced; otherwise, the

reaction is still unbalanced;

（3）If the reaction end point is larger than 28, reaction balance judgment is not needed.

7.8.6 Lamp State Judgment
(1) The light intensity of one wavelength =

the average value of all water blank AD values on this wavelength﹣dark current of this wavelength
Where: the average value means firstly remove the +2SD and -2SD standard deviation, then take the average

of remaining values.

(2) When the light intensity for any one wavelength is less than 60percent of initial value, it will tip the

replacement of bulb.

7.8.7 Reaction Cup Clean State Judgment
(1) The transmission value of one wavelength= it’s water blank AD value for this wavelength﹣it’s dark current
(2) Refer to any reaction cup, if it meets any of the following situations, it will be judged as dirty one.
a) The transmission value of any wavelength is less than 45 percent of initial value
b) The transmission value of any wavelength falls over average value +3SD or -3SD for all reaction cups

Chapter VIII Maintenance

In order to maintain good performance, reliability and long service life of the analyzer, please carry out the
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maintenance strictly following the instructions in this chapter.

8.1 Tools Preparation
(1) M3 and M4 inner hexagon wrenches;
(2) Cross-headed screwdriver (large, medium and small);
(3) Wrought stainless steel wire (two inside diameters: 0.3mm and 0.5mm);
(4) Plastic syringe (about 10ml, without needle);
(5) Clean gauze;
(6) Clean cotton swab;
(7) Brush (to wash tanks);
(8) Absolute ethyl alcohol;
(9) 84 sterilized water;
(10) Medical latex gloves.

8.2 Daily Maintenance

8.2.1 Clean and Polish Table Top of the Analyzer

It is easy for table top of the analyzer to be spilled by reagent, reactant liquor and serum. Such substances should
be cleared away in time. Every day after switch-off of the machine, please clean the table top of the analyzer
according to the following steps:
1 Use a towel wetted by sterilized water to clean and polish table top of the analyzer until

all stains are cleared away;
2 After a quarter hour, wring out a clean wet towel, clean and polish table top of the

analyzer and take out remaining sterilized water.

Note: Erosion
The sterilized water has chemical erosion. While using them, persons
concerned should wear protective gloves.

Note: Biological Pollution
The table top should be deemed as with infectivity. While operating, persons
concerned should wear protective gloves.

8.2.2 Clean Sample Dispenser and Mixing Bar

When external wall of the probe, probe point and stirring part of the mixing bar are not clean, there would be
attachment of serum, reagent and water content, etc. Every day after switch-off of the machine, persons concerned
should examine external wall of the probe, probe point and stirring part of the mixing bar in time. If any of the
above-mentioned conditions happens, please carry out the cleaning according to the following steps:

1 Move the sample probe to a suitable place;
2 Wet a clean cotton swab with absolute ethyl alcohol, tenderly clean and polish probe

point of the sample probe until there are no obviously visible fastentures.
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1 Move the reagent probe to a suitable place;
2 Wet a clean cotton swab with absolute ethyl alcohol, tenderly clean and polish probe

point of the reagent probe until there are no obviously visible fastentures.

1 Move the mixing bar to a suitable place;
2 Wet a clean cotton swab with absolute ethyl alcohol, tenderly clean and polish flat spot of

the mixing bar until there are no obviously visible fastentures.

Note: Combustion
Ethyl alcohol is inflammable substance. While carrying out the cleaning
operation, persons concerned should make sure that the analyzer has been
switched off and the amount of ethyl alcohol which is near the analyzer should
be less than 10ml.

Note: Biological Pollution
All components should be deemed as with infectivity. While operating, persons
concerned should wear protective gloves.

8.2.3 Clean Probe Tube/Suction Nozzle of the Reaction Cups Washing Assembly

When probe tube of the cleaning mechanism of the reaction cup is not clean, there would be attachment of
reactant liquor and water content, etc. Every day after switch-off of the machine, persons concerned should examine
the probe tube in time. If any of the above-mentioned conditions happens, please carry out the cleaning according to
the following steps

1 Wet a clean cotton swab with absolute ethyl alcohol, tenderly clean and polish
the water discharge probe tube and probe point until there is no obviously
visible ;

2 Wet a clean cotton swab with absolute ethyl alcohol, tenderly clean and polish
the water absorption probe tube and probe point until there are no obviously
visible fastentures;

Note:
While cleaning the machine, persons concerned should be with caution, for
cotton fiber in the cotton swab may be clipped in the part between the water
discharge probe tube and water absorption probe tube. If this happens, please
clear them away in time.

Note: Combustion
Ethyl alcohol is inflammable substance. While operating, persons concerned
should make sure that the analyzer has been switched off and the amount of
ethyl alcohol which is near the analyzer should be less than 10ml.

Note: Biological Pollution
All components should be deemed as with infectivity. While operating, persons
concerned should wear protective gloves.
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* In These Series, the machine types without washing assemblies don’t have this maintenance.

8.2.4 Check Reagent/Sample Syringe

Open the front door of the analyze unit and you will see both of the syringes in the upper right part. The reagent
syringe is on the left and the sample syringe is on the right.

Figure 8-1: Sample/Reagent Syringe

Check whether there is leakage in the sample syringe and reagent syringe according to the following sequence:

1 Check whether there is leakage in the T-piece. If there is leakage, please contact us

2 Check whether there is leakage in the plunger guide nut in the lower part of the syringe. If there is leakage,
please contact us

3 Close the front door of the analyze unit.

*MODEL WITH 120TESTS/HOUR, MODEL WITH 180TESTS/HOUR has one syringe. The maintenance
methods are the same.

8.2.5 Check Waste Solution Barrel/Pipe

The waste pipe and its connecting piece are located in the back of the analysis section.

Please examine the waste pipe according to the following sequence:
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1 Examine whether there is weeping in the junction of the waste pipe and analyzer. If there

is weeping, please wipe and dry liquid of the junction by using gauze and screw off the

junction counterclockwise. Examine whether there is clogging in the waste pipe and,

after clearing away the clogging, screw up the junction again. If there is still weeping,

please contact agency of us.

2 Examine whether there is bending in the waste pipe. If there is bending, please flatten it;

3 If waste solution barrel is used, please examine whether there are leakage or spill in the

waste solution barrel. If there is leakage, please replace the waste solution barrel. If there

is spill, please empty out the waste liquid; if the waste liquid is directly drained into the

drain, please examine whether there is spill of waste liquid in the drain. If there is spill,

please clear and dredge the sewer tunnel.

Note: Biological Pollution
All waste liquid should be deemed as with infectivity. While operating, persons
concerned should wear protective gloves;
Draining of waste liquid should be in accordance with requirements of local
environmental protection authorities.

8.3 Weekly Maintenance

8.3.1 Clean Waste Solution Barrel

If the waste liquid is directly drained into the sewage disposal system, this step could be neglected, otherwise please
carry it out according to the following sequence:

1 Unscrew the cap of the waste tank and take out the waste pipe;

2 Take out the waste tank and fully wash it with a brush.

3 Screw the cap back onto the tank until secure and put the waste tank back to its position.

Note: Biological Pollution
To prevent biohazard contamination, wear gloves and protective clothing when
washing the tank

8.3.2 Clean Reagent Plate, Sample Plate and Refrigerator

1. Switch off power supply of the analyzing unit.
2. Remove the cover from the reagent/sample plate, then take out reagent/sample cups and reagent/sample plate.

Use detergent-dipped gauze to clean each part of the reagent/sample plate until there is no obviously visible stains.
Then use clean gauze to wipe the reagent/sample plate till dry.

3. Use detergent-dipped gauze to clean each part of the reagent/sample compartment until there is no obviously
visible stains. Then use clean gauze to wipe the reagent/sample plate till dry.

4. Reinstall the reagent/sample plat.
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Note: Biological Pollution
All stains should be deemed as with infectivity. While operating, persons
concerned should wear protective gloves.

8.4 Monthly Maintenance

8.4.1 Clean Wash Well

1 Switch off power supply of the analysis section;

2 Remove the reagent probe and sample probe from the cleaning position;

3 Use detergent-tipped cotton swab to tenderly clean the internal and external walls of the
wash well of the reagent probe and sample probe until there is no obviously visible stains.
Then use clean gauze to wipe the wash well till dry;

4 Remove the mixing bar from the cleaning position;

5 Use detergent-tipped cotton swab to tenderly clean the internal and external walls of the
wash well of the reagent probe and sample probe until there is no obviously visible stains.
Then use clean gauze to wipe the wash well till dry;

6 Move the reagent probe and sample probe back to a position above the wash well.

Note: Biological Pollution
All stains should be deemed as with infectivity. While operating, persons
concerned should wear protective gloves.

8.4.2 Clean Reaction Compartment

1. Switch off power supply of the analysis section;
2. Take away cover of the reaction plate, raise the cleaning mechanism and take it down.

3. Loose fastened screw of the reaction plate. See the following figure:

4. Hold the reaction plate by both hands, raise it with even force and take down the reaction plate. See the following
figure:
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5. Wet clean gauze or cotton swab with cleaning fluid and wash every part of the internal wall of the reaction tank
until there are no obviously visible stains. After that, wipe and dry it by using clean gauze. See the following figure:

6. After completion of the cleaning, install the reaction plate, fasten the bolt, install the cleaning mechanism, fasten
the cleaning mechanism and knob and put on cover of the reaction plate.

Note: Biological Pollution
All stains should be deemed as with infectivity. While operating, persons
concerned should wear protective gloves.

8.5 Irregular Maintenance

8.5.1 Replace Reagent/Sample Probe

Reagent/sample probe should be replaced immediately if it is clogged, bent or damaged. Please follow the following
procedure to replace reagent/sample probe:
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1. Use a cross-headed screwdriver to loosen the arm cover of the reagent/sample probe and remove the cover;
2. Remove the reagent/sample probe’s tubing connector and fluid connector;
3. Press the end of the reagent/sample probe with one hand to disconnect the reagent/sample probe from safety pin on
probe bed, and take out the sample dispenser vertically upward;
4. Insert a new sample dispenser into sample dispenser fastened hole and press back end of sample dispenser into
safety pin on probe bed;
5. Link up sample dispenser connecting pipe and properly insert liquid level detection joint;
6. Put back the cover board on rocker board of sample dispenser and fasten the screw.

Note: Biological pollution
Reagent probe and sample probe should be seemed as infectious, so protective
gloves should be worn during operation.

8.5.2 Replace Mixing Bar

Mixing bar should be replaced immediately if it is broken, bended or has frequent liquid hanging.

1 Turn off power of analyzing unit;
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2 Push out the mixing bar upward and take out it, as shown in the following figure:

3 Insert a new mixing bar into original position.

Note: Biological pollution
Mixing bar should be deemed as infectious, so protective gloves should be worn
during operation.

* MODELWITH 120TESTS/HOUR doesn’t need changing mixing bar.

8.5.3 Replacement Bulb

Bulb should be replaced immediately in case the bulb has been used for over half a year, or analyzer reminds that the
bulb should be replaced.

1 Turn off power of analyzing unit, and conduct next steps after half an hour;
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2 Loosen fastened screw of reaction plate, take out it and expose the bulb, as shown in the
following figure:
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3 Loosen fastened screw on the bulb, as shown in the following figure:

4 Pluck off power line of the bulb, as shown in the following figure:
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5 Take out the old bulb, as shown in the following figure:

6 Install a new bulb, fasten the fastened screw and plug in power line of the new bulb;

7 Put back the reaction plate and fasten the fastened screw;

8 Put back the lid of reaction plate.

Note: High temperature and scalding
Before replacing the bulb, please shut down the power switch and wait for at least
30m, until the bulb is cool.

Note: Glare
Before replacing bulb, power of analyzing unit must be turned off, otherwise, light
beam from the bulb will hurt eyes.

Note: Screw falling
Please pay attention and be careful when loosening and fastening screw on the bulb,
and avoid screw falling.

8.5.4 Replace Reaction Cup

Reaction cup should be replaced in case it is broken or analyzer marks it as dirty reaction cup.

1 Turn off power of analyzing unit;

2 Remove lid of reaction plate;
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3 Loosening fastened knob on the line of dirty or broken reaction cup with hands, grab handle of
reaction cup on this line with two hands, and take out the reaction cup slightly with upward
force, as shown in the following figure:

4 Install a new line of reaction cups into reaction plate and slightly press handles of reaction
cups with two hands, to firmly stick it to reaction plate;

5 Fasten the fastened knob;

6 Put back the lid of reaction plate.

Note: Optical surface
During installation of a new line of cups, don’t touch optical surface of reaction cup
with hands.
*In These Series, for machine types with reaction cups automatic washing function,
we strongly recommend you replace reaction cups once a week. (Suitable for
machine types with reaction cups of “ultra-violet transmitting special optical glass”.
*In These Series, for machine types without reaction cups automatic washing
function, the reaction cups can only be used once.

8.5.5 Replace Syringe

1 Open front panel of analyzing unit, we can see sample syringe;
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2 Loosen three fastened screws at upper and lower part of the syringe, as shown in the
following figure:
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3 Take out syringe and three links externally, pinch out metal part at upper part of
syringe, and then rotate it counter-clockwise, to separate the syringe from three
links, and then take out the syringe, as shown in the following figure:

3 Push metal thread at upper part of a new syringe into three-way thread outlet, and
fasten it clockwise;

4 Fasten three fastened screws at upper and lower parts of the syringe;
5 Close front panel of analyzing unit.

Note: Sealing washer
There is white sealing washer at three-way thread outlet, which should not be lost
during assembly and disassembly. Which is shown in the following figure:

8.5.6 Replace Suction Nozzole of the Reaction Cups Washing Assembly

1 Turn off power of analyzing unit;

2 Loosen the knob on cleaning mechanism of reaction cup clockwise and take out the wash
nozzle;

3 Pluck off the old nozzle forcibly;
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4 Put the new nozzle into the sixth section of wash nozzle at the same direction of the
reaction cup rim, and push it to the bottom;

5 Install the wash nozzle and fasten the fastened knob;

6 Put down the wash nozzle and observe whether the nozzle can smoothly pass in and out
the reaction cup; otherwise, adjust installation angle of the nozzle until it can smoothly
pass in and out.

Note: Installation angle of the nozzle
Pay attention to installation angle of the nozzle; incorrect angle may cause the reaction
cup to break.

In These Series, the machine types that don’t include reaction cups washing assemblies are exempt of this
maintenance.

8.6 Component Replacement List

8.6.1 List of components that can be replaced by users

1. Reagent probe, sample probe and mixing bar;
2. Reagent syringe and sample syringe;
3. Cleaning mechanism and nozzle of reaction cup;
4. Reaction cup and bulb.

Replacement of fusebox
（ 1 ） Fusebox of These Series is integrated in main power switch, which is
overcurrent discharge type, specification is 8A, and need not to be replaced by users;
（2）In case fusebox needs to be replaced, please notify maintenance engineers of us
Company.

8.6.2 List of components that need to be replaced by maintenance engineers

Main power switch;
Power switch of analyzing unit;
Probe tube of the reaction cups washing assembly.

8.7 Maintenance log
The tables below list components that need to be maintained and provide recommended maintenance log; please

duplicate these tables each month and take good records in columns corresponding to maintenance dates after
maintenance.

————Year——Month
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Maintenance
items (daily)

Maintenance records
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

1
Wiping of
Table Top of
the Analyzer

2

Cleaning of
the Sample
Dispenser
and Mixing

Bar

3

Cleaning of
cleaning

mechanism
and probe
tube

4

Examination
of

reagent/sampl
e syringe

5
Examination

of pure
buckets

6

Examination
of the Waste
solution

barrel/Pipe

Maintenance
items

(weekly)

Maintenance records

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

1
Cleaning of
pure water

filter

2

Cleaning of
Waste
solution
barrel

3

Cleaning of
reagent plate
and sample
plate/Refriger
ated Storage

————Year——Month
Maintenance

items
(monthly)

Maintenance records

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

1
Cleaning of
wash liquid

pool

2
Cleaning of
reaction tank
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3
Wiping of
driving shaft

Maintenance
items

(irregular)

Maintenance records

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

1

Dredging of
reagent

probe/sample
probe

2

Replacement
of reagent

probe/sample
probe

3 Replacement
of mixing bar

4
Replacement

of bulb

5
Replacement
of reaction

cup

6
Replacement
of syringe

7

Replacement
of cleaning
mechanism
and nozzle of
reaction cup

8
Replacement
of two-level

filter
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Chapter IX Alarm and Troubleshooting

9.1 Overview
When alarm message appears, according to the alarm level, the system will handle the problem in the following

7 methods and highlight the situation in red bar in the lower part of the interface. Click the red bar and detailed

problem information, possible reasons and solutions will pop up.

（1）Forbid test

No test is allowed. Only diagnosis and maintenance are allowed.

（2）Halt

Stop all current tests. The analyzer is in standby status, waiting for intervention;

（3）Stop new tests

Stop the tests haven’t been started, and continue with the tests that has been added;

（4）Stop the tests of relevant samples

Stop the tests of certain samples and proceed with other tests.

（5）Stop the tests of relevant reagents

Stop the tests of certain reagents and proceed with other tests.

（6）Warning

Warning information pops up, but the analyzer doesn’t do anything to handle it;

（7）Prompt

Prompt pops up, but the analyzer doesn’t do anything to handle it;

This chapter outlines all problem alarm information and corresponding troubleshooting for the system. Please

act according to the provided suggestions in time. And if the alarm status remains despite the solutions taken, please

contact us Company.

9.2 Alarm Information Query
Query about instrument running errors of These Series.

9.3 Table of Instrument Running Errors

Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

11 Halt

The reagent probe cannot detect its vertical
initial position

During its
vertical
movement to
its initial
position, the
reagent probe
fails to detect
the signal of
initial position
sensor after it
finishes its
steps limit.

1. Glare or Strong
Electromagnetism
Interference; 2.
Steps loss due to
poor connection of
the stepper motor
wire 3. The screw
of synchronous
belt is loose; 3. The
stepper motor is
damaged; 4.The
initial position
sensor is damaged
or its wire has poor
connection

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

12 Halt

Reagent probe collision A collision
occurs during
the reagent
probe’s vertical
descent.

1. The lid of
reagent tube hasn’t
been opened; 2 the
cover of
reagent/reaction
plate is incorrectly
placed; 3. strong
electromagnetism
interference; 4.The
collision sensor is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection

1. Check if the lid
of reagent bottle
has been opened
and if the reagent
is dispensed to a
right position;
2.Place the cover
of reagent plate
and that of reaction
plate to the place
they belong;
3.eliminate the
possible
interference by
strong
electromagnetism.
If the problem
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us.

13 Halt

The reagent probe cannot get out of the vertical
initial position

The sample
dispenser,
during its
vertical descent
from its initial
position, fails
to move out of
initial position
after it finishes
its steps limit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of initial
position is out of
service or the lead
has poor
connection

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

14 Warning

An error of level diction occurs to the reagent probe. The reagent
probe, during
its descent,
detects a level
signal before it
reaches the
reagent bottle.

1. The tip of
reagent probe drips
for it is blemished;
2.The tip of the
sample probe drips
for the detergent
barrel runs out of
water; 3. the
sensitivity of the
level detection
board is
heightened; 4.
Strong
electromagnetism
interference.

1. Check the level
of the detergent
barrel, and
replenish if
necessary; 2.
Check the reagent
probe tip and swab
it with absolute
ethyl alcohol if it is
spoiled;
3.eliminate the
possible
interference by
strong
electromagnetism
and reboot, if the
error remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

15 Warning

The reagent bottle does not have adequate volume of
reagent

During its
descent, the
reagent probe
can detect the
level signal, but
with little
reagent volume
left, it takes
less than 5
downward
steps for the
probe to reach
the bottom of
the bottle.

1.The reagent
volume is
inadequate 2.The
reagent is
dispensed to a
wrong position;

1. Check the
position of the
reagent; 2. Inject
some reagent, if
the problem
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

16 Halt

No reagent The reagent
probe, during
its descent,
cannot detect a
level signal in
the reagent
bottle.

1. The reagent
volume is
inadequate, 2.The
reagent is injected
to a wrong
position; 3. The
level detection
board is damaged.

1. Check the
injection position
of the reagent; 2.
Inject some
reagent. If the
problem remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

17 Halt

The reagent probe ready for descent is not in its
vertical initial position

The reagent
probe is not in
its initial
position and is
unable to
descend to
designated
position; the
reagent probe
may be
damaged
because of
forcible descent
and is unable to
perform normal
operation.

The sample probe
is not in its vertical
initial position

1. Execute the
instruction of
vertical resetting of
reagent probe, or
manually move the
reagent probe to its
vertical initial
position. If the
problem remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

18 Halt

The reagent probe beginning with reagent ejection is
not in its vertical initial position

Though no
reagent is
injected in this
cycle, the
reagent probe
beginning with
reagent ejection
is not in its
vertical initial
position.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of initial
position is out of
service or the lead
has poor
connection

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

19 Halt

The reagent probe beginning with reagent ejection is
not in its vertical initial position

With regent
injected in this
cycle, the
reagent probe
beginning with
reagent ejection
is not in its
initial position,
and therefore it
cannot descend
and perform
ejection
normally.

Same as above Same as above

20 Halt

The reagent probe to be cleaned is not in its vertical
initial position

Though reagent
has been
injected, the
reagent probe
to be cleaned is
not in its
vertical initial
position and
cannot descend
to complete
normal
cleaning.

Same as above Same as above

21 Halt

The reagent probe to be cleaned is not in its vertical
initial position

Though no
reagent has
been injected,
the reagent
probe to be
cleaned is not
in its initial
position and
cannot descend
to complete
normal
cleaning.

Same as above Same as above
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

22 Halt

The reagent probe subject to intensified cleaning is
not in its vertical initial position

The reagent
probe is not in
its vertical
initial position
and is unable to
descend to
designated
position to
complete
intensified
cleaning.

Same as above Same as above

23 Halt

The reagent probe beginning with detergent ejection
is not in its vertical initial position

Although
detergent has
been injected,
the reagent
probe is not in
its vertical
initial position
and is unable to
descend to
wash well to
eject detergent
and complete
cleaning
operation.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of initial
position is out of
service or the lead
has poor
connection

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

24 Halt

The reagent probe beginning with detergent ejection
is not in its vertical initial position

Although
detergent is not
injected, the
reagent probe
is not in its
vertical initial
position and is
unable to
descend to
wash well to
complete
cleaning
operation.

Same as above Same as above

25 Halt

The initial position cannot be detected for the
horizontal rotation of the three probes.

The three
probes, during
horizontal
rotation, fail to
detect initial
position after
they finish their
steps limit.

Same as above Same as above
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

26 Halt

During horizontal rotation, the three probes cannot
move out of the initial positions.

The three
probes are in
the initial
positions in the
first place, to
rotate
horizontally to
initial position,
they should
take some steps
in
counterclockwi
se rotation and
then in
clockwise
rotation. But
with designated
steps taken,
they failed to
move out of the
initial
positions.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The level sensor
of the plate
position of
cleaning is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

27 Halt

The signal of number plate of cleaning position
cannot be detected for the horizontal rotation of the
three probes.

The three
probes, during
horizontal
rotation to
initial position,
fail to detect
the signal of
cleaning
position of
number plate
after they finish
their steps
limit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

28 Halt

The signal of number plate of cleaning position
cannot be detected for the horizontal rotation of the
three probes.

The three
probes, during
horizontal
rotation to
initial position,
fail to detect
the signal of
cleaning
position of
number plate
after they finish
their steps
limit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The level sensor
of the plate
position of
cleaning is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

29 Halt

The signal of number plate of reagent/sample
plate cannot be detected for the horizontal rotation
of the three probes.

The three
probes, during
horizontal
rotation to the
reagent/sample
plate position,
fail to detect
the signal of
such position
after they finish
their steps
limit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate of
reagent/sample
plate is damaged or
the lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

30 Halt

The signal of number plate of reagent/sample
plate cannot be detected for the horizontal rotation
of the three probes.

The three
probes, during
horizontal
rotation to the
number plate of
reagent/sample
plate, fail to
detect the
signal of such
position after
they finish their
steps limit.

Same as above

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

31 Halt

The signal of number plate of reaction plate cannot
be detected for the horizontal rotation of the three
probes.

The three
probes, during
horizontal
rotation to
reaction plate,
fail to detect
the signal of
number plate of
reaction plate
after they finish
their steps
limit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor; 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate of
reaction plate is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

32 Halt

The signal of number plate of reaction plate cannot
be detected for the horizontal rotation of the three
probes.

The three
probes, during
horizontal
rotation to
reaction plate,
fail to detect
the signal of
number plate of
reaction plate
after they finish
their steps
limit.

Same as above Same as above
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

33 Halt

The internal cleaning valve of reagent probe cannot
open.

The internal
wash valve of
reagent probe
cannot open
normally in
cleaning.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
cleaning liquid
valve is out of
order or the lead
has poor
connection;3.the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Same as above

34 Halt

The external cleaning valve of reagent probe cannot
open.

The external
wash valve of
reagent probe
cannot open
normally in
cleaning.

Same as above Same as above

35 Halt

The external wash valve of reagent probe cannot
open and the internal wash valve of reagent probe
cannot close.

In cleaning the
Internal and
external wash
valves of
reagent probe ,
would be firstly
opened the
internal wash
valve is opened
in the first
place, but 0.7
second later,
the external
wash valve
wont open.
Then the
internal wash
valve cannot
close.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
internal/external
cleaning liquid
valve is out of
order or the lead
has poor
connection; 3.the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Same as above

36 Halt

The internal cleaning valve of reagent probe cannot
close.

The internal
and external
wash valves of
reagent probe
cannot close
normally at the
end of
cleaning.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
internal/external
cleaning liquid
valve is out of
order or the lead
has poor
connection; 3.the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Same as above

37 Halt

The external cleaning valve of reagent probe cannot
close.

The internal
wash valve of
reagent probe
cannot close
normally at the
end of
cleaning.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
cleaning liquid
valve of internal
wall is out of order
or the lead has
poor connection;
3.the valve drive
plate is damaged.

Same as above
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

38 Halt

The external cleaning valve of reagent probe cannot
close.

The external
wash valve of
reagent probe
cannot close
normally at the
end of
cleaning.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
cleaning liquid
valve of external
wall is out of order
or the lead has
poor connection;
3.the valve drive
plate is damaged.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

39 Halt

The internal and external cleaning valves of reagent
probe cannot open.

The internal
and external
wash valves of
reagent probe
cannot open
normally in
cleaning.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
cleaning liquid
valve of
internal/external
wall is out of order
or the lead has
poor connection;
3.the valve drive
plate is damaged.

Same as above

40 Halt

The reagent syringe cannot move to vertical initial
position

During its
vertical
movement to
the initial
position, the
reagent syringe
fails to detect
the signal of
initial position
sensor even
though it has
taken the steps
of maximum
limit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
initial position is
out of service or
the lead has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

41 Halt

The sample syringe cannot move to vertical initial
position after injecting samples.

An error occurs
during the
return to its
vertical initial
position after
the sample
probe
descended to
sample cup and
suction sample.
For more
information on
specific cause,
please see the
error code of
return of
sample probe
unit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
steps steps loss due
to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor; 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
vertical initial
position is out of
service or the lead
has poor
connection.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
steps steps loss due
to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor; 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
vertical initial
position is out of
service or the lead
has poor
connection.
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

42 Halt

An error occurs to the checksum of the instructions
received by the reagent probe and three-probe unit.

An error occurs
to the
checksum of
instruction
frame received
by the reagent
probe and
three-probe
unit.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2 the
serial port cable
comes off; 3. the
serial port cable
has poor
connection.

1. Stop the device,
check and fasten
the serial port
cable; 2. Eliminate
interference by
strong
electromagnetism
and reboot, if the
error remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

43 Halt

An error occurs to the horizontal positions of three
probes.

The positions
of the three
probes are
unknown prior
to rotation,
which indicates
that a
horizontal
rotation of the
three probes is
not reset prior
to the rotation
or that an error
occurs during
the rotation. To
complete the
operation,
please reset the
horizontal
rotation of the
three probes.

The three-probe
horizontal rotation
resetting is skipped
or something is
wrong with the
rotation, or the
sensor of the initial
position or the
number plate
interferes with the
diction or acts too
up to detect the
horizontal position
of the probes.

Try reset the
three-probe
horizontal rotation,
if it succeeds,
make another
attempt of this
operation, if the
attempt fails,
please contact the
technical
department of us

44 Halt

An error occurs in its vertical initial position of
reagent probe.

The reagent
probe moves to
vertical initial
position in
advance.

The sensor of
vertical initial
position for the
reagent is out of
order, or there is
external light
interfering with the
signal of the said
sensor.

First check
whether there is
light interference,
otherwise contact
Technical Support
Department of us
for corresponding
treatment.

45 Halt

An error occurs in its vertical initial position of
reagent syringe

The reagent
syringe moves
to the vertical
initial position
in advance.

The sensor of
vertical initial
position of reagent
syringe is out of
order, or there is
external light
interfering with the
signal of the said
sensor.

First check
whether there is
light interference,
otherwise contact
Technical Support
Department of us
for corresponding
treatment.
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72 Halt

The sample probe cannot detect the signal of initial
position during vertical resetting.

During its
vertical
movement to
the initial
position, the
sample probe
fails to detect
the signal of
initial position
sensor even
though it has
taken the steps
of maximum
limit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor; 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
vertical initial
position is out of
service or the lead
has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

73 Halt

Sample probe collides A collision
occurs to the
reagent probe
during vertical
descent.

1. The lid of
sample tube is not
removed; the cover
of agent
disc/reaction tray is
incorrectly placed;
3. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 4.The
crash sensor is out
of order or the lead
has poor
connection.

1. Check if the lid
of sample bottle is
removed; 2 Place
the cover of
reagent tray and
that of reaction
tray to the place
they belong;
3.eliminate
possible
interference by
strong
electromagnetism
and if the error
remain the same,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

74 Halt

The sample probe cannot get out of the vertical
initial position

During its
vertical descent
from the initial
position, the
sample probe
fails to detect
the variation in
signal of the
sensor of
vertical initial
position even
though it has
taken defined
steps.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of vertical
initial position is
out of service or
the lead has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us
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75 Warning

An error of level diction occurs to the sample probe. The sample
probe, during
its descent,
detects a level
signal before it
reaches the
sample bottle.

1. The tip of
sample probe drips
because it is
blemished; 2.The
tip of the sample
probe drips for the
detergent barrel
runs out of water;
3. The sensitivity
of the level
detection board is
heightened; 4.
Strong
electromagnetism
interference.

1. Check the level
of the detergent
barrel, and
replenish if
necessary; 2.
Check the reagent
probe tip and swab
it with absolute
ethyl alcohol if it is
spoiled;
3.eliminate the
possible
interference by
strong
electromagnetism
and reboot, if the
error remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

76 Warning

Inadequate sample volume During its
descent, the
sample probe
can detect
level, but with
little sample
volume, it takes
less than 5
steps for the
sample probe
to reach the
sample cup
bottom
designed for
the system.

1.The sample
volume is
inadequate 2.The
sample is
dispensed to a
wrong position;

1. Check the
position where the
sample is stored; 2.
Dispense some
reagent, if the
problem remains,
please contact the
technical support
department of us

77 Halt

No sample The sample
probe, during
its descent,
cannot detect a
level signal
after it finishes
its steps limit.

1. The sample
volume is
inadequate, 2.The
sample is
dispensed to a
wrong position; 3.
The level detection
board is damaged.

1. Check the
position where the
sample is stored; 2.
Dispense some
reagent, if the
problem remains,
please contact the
technical support
department of us

78 Halt

The sample probe cannot normally descend to
designated position.

The sample
probe is not in
initial position,
unable to
descend to
designated
position; it
would be
damaged in
case of forcible
descent, and
therefore it is
unable to
perform normal
operation.

The sample probe
is not at vertical
initial position.

1. Execute the
instruction of
vertical resetting of
sample, or
manually move the
sample probe to
the vertical initial
position; 2.
Dispense some
reagent, if the
problem remains,
please contact the
technical support
department of us
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79 Halt

The sample probe beginning with sample ejection is
not in its vertical initial position

Though no
sample is
injected in this
cycle, the
sample probe
beginning with
sample ejection
is not in its
vertical initial
position.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of vertical
initial position is
out of service or
the lead has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

80 Halt

The sample probe beginning with sample ejection is
not in its vertical initial position

With sample
injected in this
cycle, the
sample probe
beginning with
sample ejection
is not in initial
position and
therefore
cannot perform
ejection
normally.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of vertical
initial position is
out of service or
the lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

81 Halt

The sample probe to be cleaned is not in its vertical
initial position

Though no
sample has
been injected,
the sample
probe to be
cleaned is not
in its vertical
initial position
and therefore it
cannot descend
and complete
normal
cleaning.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of vertical
initial position is
out of service or
the lead has poor
connection.

Same as above
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82 Halt

The sample probe to be cleaned is not in its vertical
initial position

Though some
sample has
been injected,
the sample
probe subject
to cleaning and
mixing is not in
its vertical
initial position
and therefore it
cannot
complete
cleaning and
mixing
normally.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of vertical
initial position is
out of service or
the lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

83 Halt

The sample probe subject to intensified cleaning is
not in its vertical initial position

The sample
probe is not in
its vertical
initial position
and unable to
descend to
designated
position to
complete
intensified
cleaning.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of vertical
initial position is
out of service or
the lead has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

84 Halt

The sample probe is not in initial position prior to
discharging cleaning liquid to wash well

Although some
sample has
been injected,
the sample
probe is not in
the initial
position and
therefore
unable to
descend to
wash well to
eject detergent
and perform
cleaning
operation.

Same as above Same as above

85 Halt

The sample probe is not in the initial position prior
to ejecting detergent to wash well

Sample probe
is not in the
initial position
and therefore
unable to
descend to
wash well for
cleaning
operation, even
though with no
injection of
sample volume.

Same as above Same as above
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86 Halt

Mixing bar cannot detect vertical initial position When mixing
bar moves
vertically to
initial position,
the mixing bar
still cannot
detect vertical
initial position
after it finishes
its steps limit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of initial
position is out of
service or the lead
has poor
connection

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

87 Halt

Mixing bar cannot move out of vertical initial
position

Mixing bar
cannot detect
steps of sensor
signal at initial
position prior
to the end of
designated step
during vertical
descent of
mixing bar
starting from
initial position.

Same as above Same as above

88 Halt

Mixing bar is not at vertical initial position prior to
its descent

Mixing bar is
not at its initial
position,
unable to
normally
descend to
designated
position;
mixing bar
would be
damaged in
case of force
descent, and
therefore it
cannot perform
normal
operation.

Mixing bar is not
at vertical initial
position.

Execute vertical
reset instruction for
mixing bar, or
move the mixing
arm to vertical
initial position by
hand. In case
problems still
reoccur, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

89 Halt

Cannot start mixing motor normally. Cannot start
mixing motor
normally.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
Lead Has Poor
Connection; 3.the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

90 Halt

Cannot power off mixing motor normally. Cannot power
off mixing
motor
normally.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
Lead Has Poor
Connection; 3.the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us
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91 Halt

Cannot open external wash valve of mixing bar Cannot
normally open
external wash
valve of mixing
bar in cleaning
of mixing bar.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
detergent valve is
out of order or the
lead has poor
connection; 3. the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Same as above

92 Halt

Cannot open external wash valve and to power off
mixing motor

Cannot
normally open
external wash
valve of mixing
bar in cleaning
of mixing bar,
and therefore it
is necessary to
shut down
power-on
mixing motor,
but it is found
that such
power-on
mixing motor
could not be
powered off
normally.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
external wall valve
is out of order or
the lead has poor
connection; 3. the
valve drive plate is
damaged. Same as above

93 Halt

Cannot close external wash valve of mixing bar Cannot
normally close
external wash
valve of mixing
bar in cleaning
the external
part of mixing
bar.

Same as above Same as above

94 Halt

Cannot open internal wash valve of sample probe Cannot
normally open
internal wash
valve of sample
probe in
cleaning the
internal part of
sample probe.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
internal wall valve
is out of order or
the lead has poor
connection; 3. the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Same as above

95 Halt

Cannot open external wash valve of sample probe Cannot
normally open
external wash
valve of sample
probe in
cleaning the
external part of
sample probe.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
external wall valve
is out of order or
the lead has poor
connection; 3. the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Same as above
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96 Halt

Cannot open internal and external wash valves of
sample probe at the same time

Cannot
normally open
internal and
external wash
valves of
sample probe
in cleaning the
internal and
external parts
of sample
probe
simultaneously.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
valve is out of
order or the lead
has poor
connection; 3. the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Same as above

97 Halt

Cannot close external wash valve of mixing bar and
power off mixing motor

Cannot
normally close
external wash
valve of mixing
bar and to
power off
mixing motor
in cleaning
mixing bar and
upon mixing.

Same as above Same as above

98 Halt

Cannot close external wash valve of sample probe
and to power off internal wash valve of sample
probe

Internal wash
valve of sample
probe would be
firstly opened
in cleaning
internal and
external parts
of sample
probe, and then
it cannot open
external wash
valve of sample
probe normally
after 0.4
second;
therefore it is
necessary to
close internal
wash valve of
sample probe,
but such valve
could not be
closed
normally.

Same as above Same as above

99 Halt

Cannot close external and internal wash valves of
sample probe

Internal and
external wash
valves of
sample probe
would be
closed upon
completion of
internal and
external
cleaning for
sample probe,
but it cannot
close both
valves
normally.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
valve is out of
order or the lead
has poor
connection; 3. the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us
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100 Halt

Cannot close internal wash valve Internal and
external wash
valves of
sample probe
would be
closed upon
completion of
internal and
external
cleaning for
sample probe,
but it cannot
close internal
valve normally.

Same as above Same as above

101 Halt

Cannot close internal wash valve of sample probe Internal and
external wash
valves of
sample probe
would be
closed upon
completion of
internal and
external
cleaning for
sample probe,
but it cannot
close external
valve normally.

Same as above Same as above

102 Halt

Sample syringe cannot move to vertical initial
position

Sample syringe
does not detect
vertical initial
position prior
to the end of
limit step when
it moves to
initial position
vertically

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor at
initial position is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

103 Halt

An error occurs to the checksum of the instructions
received of the sample probe and mixing bar

An error occurs
to the
checksum of
the instruction
frame received
of the sample
probe and
mixing bar.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2 the
serial port cable
comes off; 3. the
serial port cable
has poor
connection.

1. Halt the device,
check and fasten
the serial port
cable; 2. eliminate
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remain the same,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

104 Halt

Error in vertical initial position of sample probe Sample probe
moves to
vertical initial
position before
its vertical
initial
movement.

The sensor of
vertical initial
position for the
sample is out of
order, or there is
external light
interference.

First check
whether there is
light interference,
otherwise contact
Technical Support
Department of us
for corresponding
treatment.
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105 Halt

Error in vertical initial position of mixing bar Mixing bar
moves to
vertical initial
position before
its movement
to vertical
initial position.

The sensor of
vertical initial
position for the
mixing bar is out
of order, or there is
external light
interference.

Same as above

106 Halt

Error in vertical initial position of sample syringe Sample syringe
moves to
vertical initial
position before
its movement
to vertical
initial position.

Sensor error occurs
to vertical initial
position of sample
syringe or external
light interferes
signal of sensor at
vertical initial
position of sample
syringe.

Same as above

115 Halt

Cannot detect number plate signal of reagent plate It still cannot
detect sensor
signal of
number plate
upon end of
limit step of
one reagent
position.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate of
reagent plate is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

116 Halt

Cannot detect initial position of reagent plate Total steps of
reagent plate
from the
starting have
exceeded the
max step for
one cycle of
reagent plate
movement
during initial
position search
of reagent
plate.

1.Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor at
initial position is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

117 Halt

Cannot detect number plate of reagent plate It still cannot
detect sensor
signal of
number plate
upon end of
limit step of
one reagent
position.

1.Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
Steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate of
reagent plate is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above
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118 Halt

An error occurs to number plate of reagent plate During
rotation, it is
not Halted
normally prior
to its steps limit
designated for
reagent cup and
then forced to
Halt after the
completion of
such limit
steps, which
indicates
detection error
or steps loss of
number plate of
reagent plate.

1.Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
Steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate of
reagent plate is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

119 Halt

An error occurs to number plate of sample plate It cannot detect
sensor signal of
number plate
upon end of
limit step of
one sample
position (the
sample in
front of Halt
sample
position) of
sample plate.

Same as above Same as above

120 Halt

Cannot detect initial position of sample plate Total steps of
sample plate
from the
starting have
exceeded the
max step for
one cycle of
sample plate
movement
during initial
position search
of sample plate.

1.Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor at
initial position is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

121 Halt

Cannot detect number plate of sample plate It still cannot
detect sensor
signal of
number plate
after it finishes
its steps limit
of one sample
position (the
Halt position)
of sample
plate.

Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate of
reagent plate is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above
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122 Halt

An error occurs to number plate of sample plate During
rotation,
corresponding
number plate
signal is not
detected prior
to its steps
limit for
sample
position has
reached,
while it is
forcedly
halted after
reaching this
limit step.

Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate of
reagent plate is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us.

123 Halt

An error occurs to the checksum of the commands
received by the reagent sample plate unit

An error occurs
to the
checksum of
command
frame received
by the unit of
reagent sample
plate.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2 the
serial port cable
comes off; 3. the
serial port cable
has poor
connection.

Stop the device,
check and fasten
the serial port
cable; 2. Eliminate
interference by
strong
electromagnetism
and reboot, if the
error remain the
same, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

124 Halt

Cannot start vacuum pump Vacuum pump
cannot be
normally
started.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
Lead Has Poor
Connection; 3.the
valve drive plate is
damaged.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

125 Halt

Cannot shut down vacuum pump Vacuum pump
cannot be
normally shut
down.

Same as above Same as above

154 Halt

An error occurs to the checksum of the demands
received by the reaction plate:

checksum byte
of command
frame is not
equal to
computerized
checksum, and
wrong frame
on command
response
returns.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2 the
serial port cable
comes off; 3. the
serial port cable
has poor
connection.

Stop the device,
check and fasten
the serial port
cable; 2. Eliminate
interference by
strong
electromagnetism
and reboot, if the
error remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us
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155 Halt

cannot detect number plate of reaction plate It still cannot
detect signal of
number plate
upon end of
limit step of
one cup
position (the
Halt position)
of reaction
plate.

Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
Steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate of
reagent plate is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

156 Halt

cannot detect initial position of reagent plate The reaction
plate, after one
cycle, fails to
detect the
initial position
when it tries to
move start
from the initial
position to a
designated cup
position.

1.Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor at
initial position is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection..

Same as above

157 Halt

An error occurs to the number plate of reaction
plate:

Reaction plate
cannot detect
signal of
number plate
upon end of
limit step of
one cup
position (the
Halt position)
of reaction
plate.

Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference;2.
Steps loss due to
poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor3.
The stepper motor
is out of order;
4.The sensor of
number plate of
reagent plate is
damaged or the
lead has poor
connection.

Same as above

158 Halt

Cannot start liquid pump Liquid pump
cannot be
normally shut
down

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
Lead Has Poor
Connection; 3.the
motor plate is
damaged.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact Technical
Support
Department of us

159 Halt

Cannot shut down liquid pump Liquid pump
cannot be
normally shut
down

Same as above Same as above

160 Halt

cannot open detergent valve Detergent valve
cannot be
normally
opened

Same as above Same as above
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161 Halt

cannot close detergent valve Detergent valve
cannot be
normally
closed

Same as above Same as above

162 Halt

Cannot start vacuum pump Vacuum pump
cannot be
normally
started

Same as above Same as above

163 Halt

Cannot shut down vacuum pump Vacuum pump
cannot be
normally shut
down

Same as above Same as above

164 Halt

Cannot start waste solution pump Waste solution
pump cannot
be normally
started

Same as above Same as above

165 Halt

Cannot shut down waste solution pump Waste Solution
pump cannot
be normally
shut down

Same as above Same as above

166 Halt

Cannot detect initial position of wash nozzle During its
vertical
movement to
the initial
position, the
wash nozzle
fails to detect
the signal of
initial position
sensor even
though it has
taken the steps
of maximum
limit.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of initial
position is out of
service or the lead
has poor
connection

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

167 Halt

Wash nozzle detects vertical initial position in
advance

During ascent
of wash nozzle
upon cleaning,
wash nozzle
detects signal
of sensor at
initial position
prior to it
reaches 185
steps.

1. Glare Or Strong
Electromagnetism
Interference; 2.
The sensor of
initial position is
out of order or the
lead has poor
connection.

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

168 Halt

Wash nozzle cannot get out of initial position Wash nozzle
fails to detect
signal change
of sensor at
initial position
after reaching
designated step
during vertical
descent from
the initial
position

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2.
Steps are skipped
due to poor wire
connection of the
stepper motor 3.
the setscrew of
synchronous belt
comes off; 3. The
stepper motor is
out of order; 4.The
sensor of initial
position is out of
order or the lead
has poor
connection

Eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us
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169 Halt

Wash nozzle is not at vertical initial position in its
descent

In executeing
command of
moving wash
nozzle from
initial position
to waste
solution
injection
position, wash
nozzle is not at
initial position
prior to the
movement.

Wash nozzle is not
at vertical initial
position

1. Execute vertical
reset command for
wash nozzle, or
manually move
wash nozzle to
vertical initial
position.If the
problem remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

170 Halt

Wash nozzle is in vertical initial position in its
ascent

In executing
185-step ascent
command for
wash nozzle,
wash nozzle is
in the initial
position prior
to movement
and it cannot
ascend 185
steps.

1. Glare or strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
sensor of initial
position is out of
order or the lead
has poor
connection; 3. The
wash nozzle is in
its vertical initial
position.

1. Execute vertical
reset command for
wash nozzle; 2.
eliminate glare or
strong
electromagnetism
interference. If the
problem remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

171 Halt

An error occurs to checksum of photometer data
frame

An error occurs
to the
checksum of
the received
photometer
data frame.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2 the
serial port cable
comes off; 3. the
serial port cable
has poor
connection.

Stop the device,
check and fasten
the serial port
cable; 2. Eliminate
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us.

172 Halt

An error occurs to the vertical initial position of
wash nozzle

Wash nozzle
reaches vertical
initial position
in advance

Sensor error occurs
to vertical initial
position of wash
nozzle or external
light disturbs
signal of sensor at
vertical initial
position of wash
nozzle.

First check
whether there is
light interference,
otherwise contact
the Technical
Support
Department of us

208 Warning

Alarm of high temperature for reaction plate The current
temperature of
reaction plate is
10℃ higher
than the set
temperature
value.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2. The
temperature sensor
cable comes off; 3.
Abnormal
temperature
control.

Eliminate strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

209 Warning

Temperature of reaction plate exceeds normal
control range

The reaction
plate is beyond
normal
temperature
range (the
range of target
temperature
is+/-2) after the
temperature
buildup time is
designated
(about 14
minutes).

Same as above Same as above

210 Warning

Temperature of reaction plate is abnormal Current
temperature
value diverges
from normal
range (the
range of target
temperature
is+/-2) after the
temperature
buildup (about
14 minutes) at
normal control
temperature.

Same as above Same as above

211 Warning

Alarm of continuous over-high temperature for
reaction plate

Temperature
values
measured
during normal
control period
are 10℃ higher
than normal
temperature in
successive 10
times.

Same as above Same as above

212 Warning

Execution parameters cannot be changed: The analyzer is
currently under
operation and
parameters
cannot be
changed.

Analyzer is in
operating mode.

Stop the analyzer
and keep it in
standby status.

213 Warning

Over-high target temperature The target
temperature is
higher than
95℃ in setting
the target
temperature.

The setting of
temperature target
is wrong.

Reset the
temperature target

216 Warning

Alarm of over-high temperature Temperature is
continuously
10℃ higher
than target
temperature
and
temperature
control will be
automatically
shut down

Maybe the AD
value of static
temperature 0 is
FF, resulting in
negative
calculation result
and hence the false
report of
temperature. Or
maybe the 0
temperature
reference
resistance has
errors.

Contact the
Technical Support
Department of us
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

236 Warning

An error occurs to the checksum of the command
received by the temperature control unit :

Checksum byte
of received
command
frame doesn’t
equal to
calculation
checksum, and
return
command
responses error
frame.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2 the
serial port cable
comes off; 3. the
serial port cable
has poor
connection.

Stop the device,
check and fasten
the serial port
cable; 2. Eliminate
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

237 Warning

An error occurs when magnifying the resistance Magnification
factor is 0
when the
command
magnifies the
resistance

The magnification
factor is set as 0.

Set the
magnification
factor above 0.

238 Warning

An error occurs when minifying the resistance Minification
factor is 0
when the
command
minifies the
resistance

The minification
factor is set as 0.

Set the
minification factor
above 0.

239 Halt

Incorrect channel number Channel
number in the
command is
illegal.

1. Strong
electromagnetism
interference; 2 the
serial port cable
comes off; 3. the
serial port cable
has poor
connection.

Stop the device,
check and fasten
the serial port
cable; 2. Eliminate
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

244 Halt

An error occurs to the checksum of command of
main control unit

An error occurs
to the
checksum of
the commands
received by the
main control
unit.

Same as above Same as above

245 Halt

The reagent/sample probe is not over reaction plate
when ejecting reagent/sample

Reagent/sampl
e probe is not
over the
reaction plate
prior to
ejection and it
cannot
normally eject
reagent/ sample
when the cycle
command of
ejecting reagent
sample into
reaction plate
executes.

The
reagent/sample
probe is not over
reaction plate.

Reboot the
analyzer, if the
problem remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

246 Halt
Reagent/sample probe is not over wash well when
cleaning reagent/sample probe

Reagent/sampl
e probe is not
over wash well.

Reagent/sample
probe is not over
wash well.

Same as above
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Error
Code

Error
Type Description Explanation Possible Cause Suggested

solution

247 Halt

Reagent probe is not over reagent plate when
injecting secondary reagent

Reagent probe
is not over the
reagent plate
prior to
injection and it
cannot
normally
complete
normal sample
injection and
cleaning
operation when
the cycle
command of
injecting
secondary
reagent and
cleaning
mixing bar
executes.

Reagent probe is
not over the
reagent plate

Reboot the
analyzer, if the
problem remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

248 Halt

Reagent/sample probe is not over detergent when
ejecting detergent

Reagent/sampl
e probe is not
over the wash
well prior to
ejection and it
cannot
normally eject
detergent when
the cycle
command of
ejecting
detergent into
wash well
executes.

Reagent/sample
probe is not over
wash well.

Reboot the
analyzer, if the
problem remains,
please contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

249 Halt

Cannot receive correct returning frame for execution
result of execution unit

After execution
unit receives
execution
command, it
does not
receive correct
execution result
upon set limit
time of 20
seconds.

1. strong
electromagnetism
Interference; 2 the
serial port cable
comes off; 3. the
serial port cable
has poor
connection.

Stop the device,
check and fasten
the serial port
cable; 2. Eliminate
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us

250 Halt

An error occurs to the checksum of returning frame
for execution result of execution unit

After execution
unit receives
execution
command and
completes the
command, an
error occurs to
the checksum
of returning
frame for result
during
transmission.

1. strong
electromagnetism
Interference; 2 the
serial port cable
comes off; 3. the
serial port cable
has poor
connection.

Stop the device,
check and fasten
the serial port
cable; 2. Eliminate
strong
electromagnetism
interference and
reboot, if the error
remains, please
contact the
Technical Support
Department of us.

Chapter X Appendix
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10.1 General Terminology
10.1.1 AD Value

Photocurrent, generated by the light that has reached the detector, is converted into photo voltage (analog signal)

after it has passed the fixed resistor and has been magnified. The value of this voltage is then converted into values

with proper range (related to selected AD digit) through AD (digital-analog conversion), that's called as AD value.

10.1.2 Dark Current
The circuit output value is expressed as AD value when the light source hasn’t been turned on (no signal light).

Since the dark current is equivalent to circuit background, it then must be eliminated in case of absorbance

calculation.

10.1.3 Water Blank
Water blank is the absorbance value when the reaction cup is fully filled with distilled water. Since the

absorbance value is relative, therefore water blank value is referred to a certain absorbance value. In These Series, the

absorbance value of water blank is defined as 0, i.e., any other absorbance value obtained must minus the absorbance

value obtained when the reaction cup is fully filled with distilled water.

* In KHA 220 and 320, the absorbance of water blank is defined as 0. That is, any other obtained absorbance

needs to subtract the absorbance value of blank reaction cup.

10.1.4 Photometer Point
At specific moment of photoelectric colorimetry, it is generally expressed with detailed value. Time relations

between various photometer points should be strict and fixed.

10.1.5 Absorbance
It is the negative common logarithm of the result of incidence intensity divided by transmitted intensity. In

These Series, incidence intensity is the AD value obtained when the reaction cup is fully filled with distilled water,

and the displayed absorbance value is calculated absorbance value×104.

10.1.6 Reaction Curve
This curve is formed into a series of points, taking photometric point as abscissa and absorbance as ordinate.
Typical These Series reaction curve below:
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10.1.7 Reaction Range
The change or change rate of the absorbance before and after reaction or during reaction.

10.1.8 Calibration
Calibration is also called regulation. It is the process where reaction range of the one or more samples (also

referred to calibrator) with known concentration (or activity) would be determined, and data group (concentration,

reaction range) would be fitted with most proper curve on the basis of user-customized calibration mode (linear or

non-linear), along with calculating the mathematical expression of this curve. This curve is used to determine

reaction range of the sample with unknown concentration (or activity), i.e. to calculate sample concentration (or

activity).

10.1.9 Calibration Curve
This curve is fitted with best mathematical equation through a series of points, taking concentration (or activity)

as abscissa and reaction range as ordinate.

10.1.10 Calibration Parameter
It means items in calibration curve expressions other than concentration and reaction range.

10.2 Solution Circuit Graph
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